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1. The objective of this study was to, identify and analyze curriculum
development policies and procedures used by the Army, Navy, and Air Force
to determine the subject matter for technical training courses. It was con-
ducted in 1966 as part of the Consolidated Training and kducation Program,
a special study directed by the Assistant' Secretary of Defense (Manpower
and Reserve Affairs). The Office of the Chief of Research and Development,
Department of the Army, monitored the research in this report.

2. A model for the curriculum development sequence was defined from
training research findings and practices. This model consists of the steps:
(a) analyze the system, (b) develop task inventories, (c) develop a job model,
(d) analyze the tasks, (e) derive training objectives, (f) develop the
training program, and (g) monitor the trained product and modify the curri-
culum. Key training headquarters and installations were visited and the
procedures being used in the three services at the time of the study were
compared with tle model to identify ways of improving existing practices.
Although policies and procedures used by the services have changed since
the time of the study, this report is being issued to provide a record of
the methodology used in the study and of the procedures then being used by
the services for curriculum development. The record will facilitate future
studies of curriculum development procedures of the services and provide in-
formation for comparison.

3. The seven research findings and practices mentioned in paragraph two
were used as supportive research data for a committee that produced US
Continental Army Command Regulation 350-100-1, Systems Engineering of
Training. The foundation for the regulation is task and skill analysis.
After these factors are determined, training objectives can be identified
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and new course revision can be instituted that will be closely integrated
with innovations in equipment, tactics and organization.

4. This report will be of interest to personnel concerned with curriculum

developinnt and research in wilitary training and to personnel interested

in vocational and technical education and research.
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FOREWORD t
In December 1965, a memorandum from the Office of the Assistant Secre-

tary of Defense (Manpower) on the Calendar Year 1966 Consolidated Training
and Education Training Program (CTEP) was addressed to the Secretaries of
the Army, Navy, and Air Force. It stated in part:

•..a number of special studies will be conducted under the overall supervision of the

Assistant Secretary of Defense (Manpower). The studies %ill review the policies, proce-
dures, methodologies, and facilities associated with the conduct of formalized individual
training programs in the Military Departments.

The Curriculum Content Study Area-one of 11 subject areas in the program-
was assigned to the Human Resources Research Office. The HumRRO effort was
initiated in December 1965; a report, describing the variou,3 procedures used to
develop certain types of technical training content in the several military serv-
ices, was submitted to the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Manpower) in
August 1966. This Technical Report is based on the report to the Secretary.

The curriculum development procedures described have been changed and
been improved since the period of study. This Technical Report is, therefore,
presented not as a report of current status but as of the situation existing in
1966. It is being published at this time to provide a generally available record
of the methodology used in that study, and of the study findings, to serve as a
point of departure and "benchmark" reference for future studies of methods and

procedures for developing technical training content in the military.
The study was conducted under the supervision of Dr. J. Daniel Lyons,

Director of Research, HumRRO Division No. 1 (System Operations). The imme-

diate staff consisted of Dr. Harold G. Hunter, Dr. Eugene F. MacCaslin, and
Dr. Harold Wagner-all staff members of Division 1-and Dr. Robert G. Smith,
Jr., Representative of the Director, HumRRO, at USCONARC, a staff member of
the Director's office.

HumRRO research for the Department of the Army is conducted under
Contract DAHC 19-69-C-0018; Training, Motivation, Leadership Research is
conducted under Army Project 2J062107A712.

Meredith P. Crawford
Director

Human Resources Research Office
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SWUMUARY ANDCO0*P

Problem
Tc succeed in training men to meet the know' !dge and skill requirements for a particular

military job military Z~airinq courses must have content appropriate to the job. This depends
upon the existence )f effective procedures fat developing and maintaining the appropriate
instruct icn-il content.

Objectives of the Study
A study to identify and evaluate current procedures for determining the content of technical

training courses was unJertaken by !he Human Resources Research Off ice in 1,366. The study
was part of the Consolidated Training ari Education Prciqramn(CTEP) supervised by the Assistant
Secretary of Defense (Manpower) and dealt with the Curriculum Content Study Area of the explor-

atory protect.
The military services have undoubtedly made many changes and improvements in the~r

Curriculum content procedures since that study was made. This report is presented not as a
statement of current status in content development procedures but to make available a record
of the range and type of procedures in Use by the various services crt a particular time. It is
hoped thca this information will be useful tc training and management personnel as a tecord of
the study's methodology arid as a basis for assessing .improvements that have been made since
that time. and in identifyinq czr-as where further efforts for imcrovement a~ ight be fruitfu.l.

The scope of the study area was co~nfined to first-terr- enlisted technical trconing. particu
laity ia electronics and other technical fields in which tratirsinq costs are high. Only those train
ing procedures usedI by the U. S Continental Army Comr~nan4 the Bureau of Naval Personnel
the Naval AL. 'technical Training Comnm~taA, i:ae Air Training Command, and facilities Under thei;
curnmand were studied. Noa Itcil~ttes devoted exciusively to Marine Corps training were included.
Particular attention was PQA to tea procedures used by the services oa gather information for
re,.,stng trair~ing cuxrrcu1,3

Approatch
After a iteach of the rmiýtary trtaiing literatuxe HtrnRRO conetr-Ictedani" for curftc

u~utn development in ertiitary -rasining 'he T,4ýor katurers of whtch hisve energed fror-. nod-cn
triigresearch. Th-e rnod* -ona 4t %fev".s~p to urc1jdeeomn

1)Cond.:t ryste"an 751

~)Develop task inver'oey
.3) Develop lob '.

41 CodPzt t~ask 4n*,YIL;

A)DW.'Ve ~~ga::
Z6 Dv*lop jnq :r
%tanoot !rektit04 =-i4. r-x4 'Minz-14 ;C*4,,Cum16

on :uno-v~t P aae to ,sxtO*% ?'.ig lxaig-nS

theo Aryý N4avy aft4 ALI Vf*-I* Zoepx. wi ~ ~ th e ~ ~ ~ i

Findings
of '-P -pw of oCW*% 'or -4 :rcu! t.eproc



(1) F'ew procedures beating an the !irst four steps of the -nodel were in effect in the
services. Specifically:

(a) None of the services required system analysis for training purposes. The Air
Force required iysttm analysis during system developient.

(b) The Air Force and tho Amy. but Wo the Navy, e*quired task~ inventories, but Uot
that lhe inventories he updlated.

(c) Nane of the services requited development of a job model that is a composite of
ri..equirements of the joO,

(d) None of the services required task analysis for curriculun development.
Q2) All the services recognized that training objectives should be relevant to the job,

aria all provided quidan-e on wording and f ormat. However, there were no direc-tives for collect inq
and analyzing job information to make objectives as specific as possible

(3) Procedures for do.velopinq trainirng programs were not fully effe~ctive because ccurse
obiectives had not been fully specified. Information on the capability dema~nled of the graduate
was also needed fat more effecti- development of training programs.

(4) Inqeneral, evaluation practices of the services did nog asiess troinur'q effectiveness.
The Air Force had the only s'andard of graduate capability, and also was the only service that
corducted field visits. The oth~er services obtained feedback on training effectiveness mnuinly
from mailled cuestionnaires

(5) The importarnce of training as a military activity is indscatted by the foct that training
costs amount to 61. of the Defense Budget The Air rorct was the only serb ice. however, thet
offered a ttaining career field and it accounted ior less than 11. of Air Force strength.

Conclusions
(1) The results of liuinRRO's research~ in the 1966 curricujum content study area indicated

that improved procedures to determine the adequacy of tiraininq con'tent and the me~ans for improve-
mient wefe needed by the services. The curriculurn model that has omerged from trairing r~easrch
appears to offer a usofui pattern of imcrovement fee all the services.

2~Directives arid detailed procedural guidance were needed for conducting system and job
analyais and for developinq tas~k invetVorte.s 2rid jab models. Curriculum development would
profit from a Statement of Criteria for allocatinq analytic content loformal instruction or on the j-ob
Itaimang as well as prewiso specifications for graduates of traintin courses Cu-iculium deveLop-
merit would also psof it from teedback to determine wether, training proqiams and obiectives sat;*-
factor*Oy meet job spocifications Field vi-sits would .4ppear to be a more oflociivv means of
otblattinq feedbaock than "ailod qesttofnmares

('3) To improvo the proce~dures !he ctevico wo ;r.i cu:rieulum deirciopienot the-y needed to
provide More OVPporu.ntae% fot ccv-*" fteid* -% -?ImL" oappotunil*it-. ;n priporiion to !he %Impor
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Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

Problem and Objectives

Military training is oriented to produce the knowledge and skill requirements
for performing a particular job to which an individual is to be assigned. Meeting
this objective depends upon the existence of training course content appropriate
to the job, and hence upon the existence of effective procedures for developing
and maintaining the appropriate instructional content.

This report is a description of various procedures used to develop certain
types of technical training content in the various military services. The material
was collected and analyzed in a study undertaken by the Human Resources
Research Office as part of the Consolidated Training and Education Program
(CTEP) under the supervision of the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Manpower).

The survey of procedures was made in 1966 and, without question, the
several services have made many changes and improvements in their curricu-
lum content procedures in the intervening period ' This report is presented not
as a statement of current status, but to make available to training and manage-
ment personnel a record of the range and type of procedures being used by the

several services as of a given point in time. The information may serve as a
record of the methodology used in the study and as a benchmark against which
subsequent improvements may be viewed, and perhaps as a means ('f identifying
or suggesting other procedural areas in which further efforts toward improve-
ment might be undertaken.

Background

In December 1965, a memorandum from the Office of the Assistant Secre-
tary of Defense (Manpower) on the Calendar Year 1966 Consolidated Training
and Education Program was addressed to the Secretaries of the Army, Navy,

and Air Force. It stated in part:
a number of special studies will be conducted under the overall supervision of

tlhe Assistant Secretary of Defense (Mlanpower). The studies Aiii revieA the policies,
procedures, methodologies, and facilities associated with the conduct of formalized indi-
vidual training programs in the Military Departments.

The Curriculum Content Study Area-one of 11 subject areas in the program'-
was assigned to HumRRO. The administrative instructions defined the scope and
majcr objectives of the study area:

This study area will be confined primarily to first-term enlisted technical training,
particularly in electronics and other technical fields in which the length of courses, cost
of schooling, complexity of subject matter, and'or attrition rate are relatively high. Less
intensive exploration will be given to advanced enlisted techniral training.

.An example of action taken during this period by the U.S. Continental Army Command is in Appendix A.
*The other subject nress were: requirements and programming, selection and classification, training

methods, facilities utilization, personnel utilization, personnel research, professional education, service
academies, adult education, and pilot training.

'4



The major objective will be to identify and evaluate current procedures for deter-
mining the content of technical training courses in terms of the extent to which these pro.
cedures produce courses in which the content adequately supports the skill requirements
of the job to which the individual is assigned.

The HumRRO study of curriculum development and revision was restricted
to procedures employed by the U.S. Continental Army Command, the Bureau of

Naval Personnel, the Naval Air Technical Training Command, the Air Training

Command, and facilities under their command. No facilities devoted exclu-

sively to Marine Corps training were included. Information was gathered on

jobs identified in Department of Defense Occupational Conversion Table (1)

categories 1, 2, and 6-Electronic Equipment Repairmen, Communication and

Intelligence Specialists, and Electrical/Mechanical Equipment Repairmen.

In this context, the phrase, "Military curriculum development," refers to
the "in-house' development and revision of formal military courses. No inten-
sive effort was made to study new equipment training or the processes by which

private contractors develop initial training on their products.
Particular attention was paid to the procedures by which the services

gather job information for revising their training curricula. In addition, infor-
mation was gathered on the rate of change (addition and deletion) of resident

first-enlistment technical courses, and on the extent to which the services pro-

vide training career fields.

Approach to the Study

RATIONALE

The content of training courses, and the procedures for developing this con-
tent are ultimately measured on the basis of the quality of the training system
output-that is, in terms of the job capabilities of graduates. An alternative to

using the criterion of performance on the job is that of comparing the procedures

that are being used with some sort of standard for the development of training
content. The latter approach was selected for this study, and the following plan

was adoptzd:
(1) Develop an idealized model or framework to represent the process

or set of procedures to be used in developing training, basing the model on the
cumulated findings and practices of modern training research.

(2) Analyze the formal procedures and practices used in developing

training content throughout the military services in terms of the idealized model.

This approach can be thought of as process in contrast to product analysis
to evaluate a system. The outcome of process analysis is both "stronger" and
"weaker" than the outcome of product analysis. It is "weaker" in that inferen-
tial steps must be taken between what one is ultimately interested in-the prod-
uct-and the subject matte'r used in the analysis; hence, the implications developed
out of the study cannot be applied as directly to the product.

It is also "weaker" in that results of process analysis are quite sensitive to

the precise way in which the process is conceived--that is, the model used. More
than one model is normally applic'ible to any complex system, and the choice or
development of "the best" is subject to a certain degree of assessment of the

state of the art. Thus, it is important to recognize that the conclusioni and

4
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implications of a process analysis-this study in particular-rest heavily upon
the model used. The model should be viewed as a set of assumptions that was
not tested in a formal way. To the extent the assumptions might be faulty, the
conclusions and imnplications would be faulty; to the extent that other sets of
assumptions might have been 'equally reasonable." conclusions and implica-
tions derived from the study would not be unique.

The "strength" of a process analysis approach rests in the fact that it
provides specific diagnostic information regarding what might be done to improve
an operational system. That is, while product analysis provides the information
that "it works" or "it doesn't work" or "it works to thus and such extent," it
does not clearly indicate where the strengths and weaknesses of the existing
system may lie. Process analysis, on the other hand, provides direct diagnos-
tic information to guide specific action.

If there were no limit on time or resources that could be applied to a study
of procedures for determining the content of technical training courses, the

V most desirable solution would be to combine product and process analysis, per-
haps including several alternate models to form the framework for the process
analysis. In such fashion, one would have the ability to produce direct infor-
mation on the capabilities of the product and also detailed data toward modifying
the process. However, under the constraints of time and resources available
for this study, only process analysis provided a feasible approach to the project.

U The same constraints made it impractical to use more than one model as
the basis for analysis. However, while hypothetically there are other models
that might have been used to represent the process of developing a training
curriculum, a review of training research showed there is substantial consensus
as to the major outlines of the "ideal" method for developing training content.
No alternate models that were essentially different than the one employed in the
analysis were identified.

PROCEDURE

The first step for-the study consisted of devising the model of the training
development process. The model was constructed following an extensive search
of the training and training research literature. The literature search included
a study of the list of reports in the Defense Documentation Center Technical
Abstract Bulletin from 1958 to 1966. Reports that were selected for examina-
tion included those that dealt with (a) job performance evaluation with results
pertinent to a particular course of military instruction, (b) experimental treat-
ment of the content of a particular course of military instruction, or (c) a review
of training research literature.

The second step was the development of information on current formal
procedures and practices in the Armed Forces in order to analyze these proce-
dures and practices in terms of the idealized model. This data collection step
was accomplished by visits both to major headquarters concerned with training
doctrine and formal procedures, and to field installations where the actual con-
duct and development of training takes place.

Twenty-one trips were made to locations outside the Washington, D.C. area
and a large number of visits and telephone contacts were made % 'thin the %rea.
Military installations visited included:

Headquarters, U.S. Continental Army Command, Fort Monroe, Va.
U.S. Army Enlisted Evaluation Center, Fort Benjamin Harri son, Ind.
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U.S. Army Security Agency Training Center and School, Fort
Devens, Mass.

U.S. Army Signal Center and School, Fort Monmouth, N.J.
U.S. Army Transportation School, Fort Eustis, Va.

Navy
Headquarters, U.S. Naval Air Technical Training Command,

Memphis, Tenn.
U.S. Naval Personnel Research Activity, San Diego, Calif.
U.S. Naval Examination Center, Great Lakes, Ill.
U.S. Naval Training Center, Great Lakes, Ill.
Pensacola Naval Station, Pensacola, Fla.

Air Force
Training Research Division, Behavioral Science3 Laboratory,

Aeromedical Research Laboratory, W7 right-Patterson AFB, Ohio
Personnel Research Laboratory, Aerospace Medical Division,

Lackland AFB, Tex.
Headquarters, Air Training Command, Randolph AFB, Tex.
Operations Branch, Operations Division, Keesler AFB, Miss.

Organization of the Report

The chapters to follow deal with the subject matter of the study areas as
follows: Chapter 2 presents a model training curriculum development process;
Chapter 3 compares the curriculum development procedures used by the Army,
Navy, and Air Force against the model; Chapter 4 deals with the last step in
the model, that of feedback from job performance to training; Chapter 5 dis-
cusses problems and considerationa in applying the model in the services; and
Chapter 6 summarizes the major findings.

I6
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Chapter 2

A MODEL FOR TRAINING CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT

The functiot. of military training curricula is to produce personnel who are
capable of specifiable performances in support of military missions. Modern
training research has generated the salient features of a model for military

training curriculum development. This model served as a guide to the efforts
of the study personnel, and as a set of criteria against which to compare the
existing procedures employed by the military services in developing and rod-F ifying their training curricula.

Steps in the Development of a Model Training Curriculum

The steps of the training curriculum development model are:
(1) Conduct system analysis.
(2) Develop task inventory.
(3) Develop job model.
(4) Conduct task analysis.
(5) Derive training objectives. I
(6) Develop training program.
(7) Monitor trained product and modify training curriculum as required.I In the following brief description of these steps, a number of references are

included as points of entry to the larger body of research literature bearing on
the development of job-oriented training curricula.

CONDUCT SYSTEM ANALYSIS

The ultimate purpose of a military man-machine system is mission accom-
plishment. The performance requirements of a particular job should be defined
and evaluated relative to this larger frame. The first step, therefore, is to
define the operational system of which the job is a part, the system's missions
and goals, the functions and interactions of its components. and the environ-
ments in which it operates (Smith, 2).

System analysis places the job toward which training is to be designed in
the perspective of the mission and requirements of the operational system. On
the basis of system analysis, the importance of and probable gains to be realized
from training can be viewed in relation to other system factors, such as logis-
tics. Current field performance uo the job and its tasks can be assessed in
terms of system effectiveness. Training objectives can adequately reflect mis-
sion requirements. In short, system analysis is used to (a) define the scope of
the training effort, (b) shape its debign. and (c) evaluate the remaining steps of
the mcd'l development process in terms of their effects on the efficiency of
the system.

7A
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Examples of research bearing on system analysis are Haggard and Lyo:as
(3), McKnight and Butler (4), Shriver et al. (5), and Winick et al. (6).

Recent developments leading toward statements of standards of task per-
formance derived from mission requirements are described by Dunlap and
Associates (7.

DEVELOP TASK INVENTORIES

Task inventories are organized lists of duties and tasks designed for per-
formance by personnel in the system. Individual interviews and other tecl-niques
can aid in completing task inventories. An Air Force procedure is described by
Archer and Fruchter (8), and its information yield by Morsh (9). Current prac-
tice should not be accepted uncritically, of course. Mission profiles and other
system analysis devices can aid in determining the system effectiveress of
current performances.

Examples of research on development of task inventories are found in
Heimstra et al. (10, 11).

DEVELOP JOB MODEL

A job model is a set of detailed task descriptions defining the job perform-
ances toward which training is to b, des-gned. For a single duty position, the
model comprises the tasks of that position. For training personnel for assign-
ment among two or more duty positions (as in training for an Army Military
Occupational Specialty, Navy rating, Air Force Specialty, or other family of
duty positions), the job model must be a composite of the task descriptions for
those positions. For a composite job, the model sh, ild present criteria used
for inclusion or exclusion of tasks.

Many training research efforts have made implcit use of the concept of the
job model. Explicit use of the concept may be found in Ammerman (12), in
Cogan (13), and in the generation of job types by Morsh (14). The development
of detailed task descriptions may be found in Brown (L5). MacCastri" et al. (M6).
and Woolman (17).

CONDUCT TASK ANALYSIS

Each of the tasks Included and described In detail in the job model should
be analyzed to determine which tasks or portions of tasks should be allocated
to formal training and also to provide the basis on which precise, job-oriented
training objectives can be statcd. The decision to devote training time to a task
should be made in terms of criteria such as importance to mission success.
frequency of performance on the job, and ease of learning on the job.

Smith (0) and Chamberlain (LS) present alternative systems for considering
criteria tnr decisions on allocating tasks to formal training or to on-the-job
learning. It is doubtful whether service-wide criteria can be established for
allocating content to formal training or on-the-job learning Guidance on the
nature of applicable criteria should be furnished. however, and each curriculum
should contain a statement of the criteria used for allocation in its case.

In eneral, task analysis should also isolate (a) the conditions and standards
under which task performance occurs in the operational setting, (b) those aspects
of a task the performance of which can be supported by job aids. thus reducing



Straining requirements, (c) those aspects which can be assumed (or demonstrated)

to be already learned by the trainee, and (d) those abpects which must be learned,
and their psychological nature. The possibility of supporting job performance by 4

performance aids, thereby reducing training requirements, is dealt with by
Folley and Shettel (19) and by Topmiller (20).

Further sources of information on task analysis are Folley (21), Gustafson
et al. (22). Jones and Fairman (23), Legere (24), McKnight and Butler (9,
Naurath and Kelly (25), Shriver (26), Snyder (2.., and the U.S. Army Quarter-
master School (28).

DERIVE TRAINING OBJECTIVES

For each task allocated to formal training, training objectivea should be
derived which specify the performances required to complete the task to an
acceptable level of proficiency. Training object•ves should be based on and
responsive to the findings of task analysis.

The development of training objectives is discussed by Ammerman and
Melching (L9). Mager (16). Smith (2), and the U.S. Army Quartermaster School
(28). Accepted criteria are thLt an objective should describe a job-relevant per-
formance, the conditions under which it is to be observed or meaa&ired. and at
associated standard defining its attainment.

Research on the development of training objectives is reported by Ammer-man (30), Hoehn (31), and Hoehn and McClure (32).

DEVELOP TRAINING PROGRAM

Training techniques and devices, achievement and proficiency teAts, and
graduate performance specifications may all be unified in terms of precisel)
stated training objectives. The generation of training content is discussed in
Smith (33). Quality control of training content is discussed in Smith (34), and
example of research on development of quality contrC meassires may be found
in Greer et al. (35) and a supplemental report by Duffy and Colgan (36).'

Training m:-thods, the topic of a separate CTEP study area. will not be dealt
with in this report.

MONITOR TRAINED PRODUCT AND MODIFY TRAINING
CURRICULUM AS REQUIRED

The model training development process begins, as we have seen. with an
analysis of the system and the job. If training objectives are based on analysis
of the tasks of the job and it these same training objectives dictate the content
of the training program, it would seem that the job relevance of the training sub-
ject matter is assured. It is important, howevrr, to study the performance of
trained graduates in the tielo in order to (at verify the job-relevance of their

Straining in terms of how thty are able to apply it. -mi (b) krep training content
adaptive to chaging equipment rlhracterntucts, know-how, and field conditions.
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The process of obtaining information on graduate performance in order to
insure that training is respons.ve to the needs of the system. often referred to &as
mfeedbar#4." is discuss~ed by the U.S. Army Missile and Munitions Sehool (37).
It is the topic of Chapter 4 of this report.

Infosmestienships Amen fhe Rossle, of Sy~tems/job/Tssh Analysis,

acopismn __~j ) bys tuhti toe tranig program(T t), anldthose

5 4 7 Used

The extent of agreement between performances; designed. taught, and used
may have implications for action roughly as follows:

(1) Elimination of system- ineffective training (Subarea 6), system-
ineffective field performance (Subarea 7), or both (Subartas 3).

(2) Introduction of system -effective training (Subarea 5) into both the
training program and field practice.

(3) Retention of system -effect ive training (Subareas I and 2).
All areas within the I Used* circle should be carefully examined during

curriculum design and in subsequent feedback studies for possible Incorpora-
tion within the 'Uiesiged' circle. However, the fact that a given field practice
is currently enaplowee does not necestarily mean that it It systqm- effective.

It is also likely th&.~ the itimum Oderrelatuonship betwee n th* circles shold be:

The area between Ohw vo circles above corresponds to Marvaý 4 in the pre-
vious set of c Irele-s

AlthUgh the -)e~iped and -Used- arwa# abould coincide (ineffective pree-
tic"s should be eitmivmtedý enieLtive feild practices should be Incorporated ino
traifinin desg4N) the vinteea of the troining curriculum often need not preper.
tOw trainee tor his complete job pwrformance. That Ws there should be an opti-
ma) balance between what content is Included in the training program and what
is Pore effectively learned an the job.
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Chapter 3

TRAINING CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT
IN THE ARMY, NAVY, AND AIR FORCE

At stated earlier, the major objective of the present study of the curriculum
content arevi is "to identify and evaluate current procedures for determining the
content of technical training courses in terms of the extent to which these pro-
cedures produce courses in which tWe content adequately supports the skill
requirements of the job to which the individual is assigned."

In keeping with the major objective, no effort has been made to ascertain
whether the content of military courses of instruction is, in particular cases.
Job-relevant. Instead. the procedures suggested by training research for insur-
ing the job relevance of training content (Chapter 2) will be used as a guide for
assessing the procedures that are used by the services. The presumption may
be made that training content is not likely to be entirely job- relevant unless
there are procedures for adequately insuring this elevance.

The training agencies of primary concern in this chapter of the report are
(a) for the Army. the U.S Continental Army Command (USCONARC) and 14 of
its schools' (those engaged in training for DoD Occupational Conversion Table
categories 1. S. and 6); (b) for the Nay. Bureau of Naval Personnel (NAVPERS
or •uPers) and Naval Air Technical Training Command (NATECIHTRACOM);
(c) for the Air Force. Air Training Command (ATC) and six of its training cen-
ters, those engaged in training for Dol) Conyersion Table categories I1 .4. and 6.'

Ceadvct System Aselysis

No indication was found that any of the services require system analysis
for training purposes. Tho Air Force (and perhaps the Army and Navy as well
although this was iot ascertained) does require that system analysis b1 con-
ducted during system devropmv-nt in order to define system functions. alloratw
functions to personnel and to equipment. determine human rnginwrring requirr-
mrnts. and predict manpower requirements. Provision is also made for tai tinm-
line analysis, the analysis of a sequential list of system functions against a time
bae; (b) contingency analysis, thr analysis of nonroutin function& such as
equipment malfunction•a; and (r) link analysis. analysis of the frrquency and
importance of inttractions betwoen "sytm ekments .. )

It must be repeated that the present study is not intet-ively conerrord with
the processes of system development or with the manewr in which private con-
tractors or others d-velop troining curricula prior to tue time the system is
firlded-in porticular. prior to the tin* military currictulm detvliors assume
rvspotnubility for formal military rourses.

%W%#41140X %0"..4. i:.., %".J. b rffu %&'WA. hWNW% '.4"wJ. U.*bgQd. go
%b4O". (b&WJ*i. (-Pop ~464 -. ~ g. %m %ggip wuia' C-6W sd%4-4.J.tmq~ai
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Although the Air Force requirements for training information and plans
generated during system development are doubtless of valuable significance for
military curriculum development, no indication was found (a) that system anal-
yses are updated during the life of the system after its fielding, (b) that system
analysis is viewed as the first step in military curriculum development, or
(c) that system Implications are formally considered during curriculurmi revision. I

Develop olsk Invntorelos

The Air Force and the Army require the r-welopment of task inventories
during system development; the Navy. so far as was learned, does not. No
requirement was found in any service for periodic updating of task inventories
for training purposes following completion of system development.

The Air Force and the Army require the development of Qualitative and
Quantitative Personnel Requirements Information (QQPRI). which contain task
inventories. QQPRI is updated periodically up to the point of initial system
acquisition. So far as is known, however, there is no requirement that QQPRI
be maintained and made available to training personnel during the liWe of the
system or. more relevantly, that it be periodically updated from measures taken
on current job activities.

QQPRI is used as the basis for Air Force Specialty (AFS) descriptions con-
tained in Air Force Manual (AFM) 31-1, Airman Clasification Manual (3j) and
for Military Occupational Specialty MOS) descriptions contained in Army Regu-
lation (AR) 811-201, Manul of Enlisted Military Occupational Specialties (40).
Descriptions in these manuals inc ude, for the typical AFS or MOS. about a page
of general duties and responsibilities not sufficient)y detailed to serve as a task
inventory. Again, no requirement was found for this information to be periodi-
cally updated from data collecteM through occupational surveys (of the type des-
cribed in AFM 34-2.0ccupmsl Anslytis (41). for example).

Air Force procedures for collecting job information, as described in
AFM 35-2. appear well suited as a means for developing task inventories (and
for providing inform'ation useful in corstructing job models as well). As stated
in the manual. Information generated can be used to improv the accuracy and
comphl'tcesa of specialty descriptions, maintain currency of job training sand-
ar louetermine job differences and relationships. " support work simplifies-
tion end organizational analysis prorams.

Detailed procedural guidance for collecting comparablr information in the
other servtees •ppeared to be lacking. None of the services provided guidance
for analysing avAlable job information for the purpose of developing or trvising
traintng curricula. Particularly evident was the absence otprocediies coordi-
rsint the efforts of the several ag ies engaged in various aspects of operation
sat research in curriculum d#vlopment. system devlopnmeit. )ob strocturing.
Mad nuapowor studies.

Oowolop Job Mdedl

None of the setrc"s develop adequmt )ob modtls for currieolum d&evl-
opment purpose. As stated previously, a job model should contain detailed
description of the J)b Vor*rmawaes (tasks) toward which training iS to
be dosiped

II
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Criteria are necessar., for determining whether each ta-k in the task inaen-
tory should or should not be included in the job model For a single duty position.
for -umple. certain tasks may be performed by onlv & negligible number of the
job incumbents; stich tasks should be excluded from the model for failure to
meet the criterion of , quency of performance by incumbents. Training pro-
grams for first-enlistment personnel, however, %re seldom developed with
respect to a single duty position. That is, most often graduates are expected to
be assignable to one or another of two or more duty positions within an AFM
bMOS. or rating. For such cases, the job model must be that of a composite job,
and criteria for including or excluding tasks should include. in addition to fre-
quency of performance. generalizability of !earned performance from the task
trained to other similar tasks in the operational setting.

The services provide neither adequate job models, nor criteria, nor pro-
visions for updating job Information ior trainirg purposes.

The statements intended to serve as )ob models which are employed by the
Army, Navy, and Air Force stem from AR 611-201. Manual of Enlisted Milit,
Oe-upationa; Specialties (40); NAVPERS 15068B, Manual of Qualif cations for
Advancement in Rating (412); and Air Force Regulation 50-34, Job Trainin
Standards (43).

Army. For a given Mili:ary Occupational Specialty (MOS). the job model
information is contained in the appropriate part of AR 611-201 under *Duties
and Skills and Knowledges.I Concerning dutio.s, the AR states, This sectton of
the specification provides a brief stutemant rA the tasks appropriate to the Ope-
cific MOS withou; regard to level of skill., Regarding skills and knowledge*.
the AR states. -This section of the specification describes skill or specific
proficiency level within each MOS It provides a guide to commanders and t:.iv-
ing agencies and assists in the classification of positions and personnel.

Once the system it fielded. the MOS specifications are the responsibtlrty
of the Enlisted Personnel Branch. Standards and Systems Office. Office of
Personnel Operations- In that office nine analysts. iach responsible for one or
more of the 10 career group which encompass about 400 MOSs monitor con-
tinuing changes in MOS vuepefrationt, standards of grade authorintion. feeder
patterns, and related matterq. Their work is conducted by means of telephone
conferences. €orrespomCio'. and visits to and from held agencies. They are
neither s1tc ffd nor futid*4 tic gAske on-job obeervowstl.

The statements in AR 411-201 are g"eral mtements. not sufficiently
precise for the purposs of an adoquatP job model Taslk are not included or
"-luded on the basis of stated criteria, and tho updating process is cumbersome.

Nal Navy job model information is contained in NAVPiRS 16046L
referred to As the quals." The quals are intended to -serve as a #i% or the
preparation of training coures. training publicaties,. on-the-job training pro-
grams. and schoml curricula Also. "qualnications do ao proscribe work
requuirmenti.- and -because they a-"- mntinum req"remen*s, qualification do
not cover all ometm of a ratiog.

The quala arv divided tow alphabetically de•ignated &Ab)ect matter
ares* FA#dh area inchldes two "ypes of ststemt Practical Factors, deosrAiwd I
as best jufld by actual performance; aM Kotlede Factoirs, bet Wtwd by
writtn examination.

Quis are reviewed on a thrve-year cycle. Teemical authorities. pub-
licatios ate eqwipnar dafta. training roarsw., sad trawwn personnel aoe
consulted for currein inflormation- Fro this istormation a quesatosmairstoi
camsructed for the rating icareer f•eWl). The queiaomilr* is mailed it a
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maximum of 10% of the job incumbents in the rating. Returns (average, about
85%) are processed by computer to yield summ.,ries by installation and by total.
If an item is responded to positively by 50% or more of the respondents, it is
accepted as a qual. The development and processing of the questionnaire is
handled by 11 job analysts for the 66 career fields. They are authorized to make
shipboard visits to observe on-job performance, but such visits are few.

The quals cannot be viewed as a set of detailed descriptions of job per-
formances and so cannot constitute a precise statement for training develop-
ment purposes.

Air Force. The Air Force has a document approaching the job model in
the Job Training Standard (JTS). The JTS is a USAF-controlled document

(AFR 50-34), responsibility for which is delegated to the Air Training --ommand
(A .CR 52-5). Each JTS describes an airman specialty identified in AFM 39-1
in terms of general knowledges and skills with proficiency requirements at each
AFS skill level. JTSs are the keystone to Air Force training. They constitute
the prime source documents for developing instruction (the POI), criterion
measures, on-the-job training, and student study guides and workbooks. JTSs
are developed from QQPRI, AFM 39-1, and using command requirements; they
are maintained current with AFM 39-1, operational requirements, permanent
changes in training capabilities, and the latest applicable USAF and DoD publi-
cations (ATCR 52-5).

The limitations of the JTS as a job model derive from its orientation
and methods for its maintenance. ATCR 52-5, Job Training Standards (44),
states that, "The general tasks and knowledges listed in JTSs are Air Force
Specialty-oriented to reflect the consensus of major air command requirements.
They are not job-oriented . , (para 2a). That is, JTSs are normally prepared
to encompass the 3, 5, and 7 levels in an AFSC career ladder and must remain
general on that account in order to avoid becoming long and ineffective. JTSs
ave oriented toward career progressions and not specific jobs. Further, no
requirement was found for JTSs to be periodically reviewed on the basis of
informatica detailed to the level of a task inventory, although provision and pro-
cedures for collecting this information are contained in AFM 35-2.

Summary, and Comment. The Army MOS specifications and the Navy quals
tvoth are intended to serve as guides for training development. Both are also used
for job structuring purposes. The Air Force JTS has only one purpose, to spec-
ify training content. All, however, are expressed in sufficiently gross terms that
they permit wide latitude in interpretation. In terms of the model training devel-
opment presented in this report, none can be described as a precise job model.

Conduct Task Analysis

Once system analysis has been completed, task inventories have been
developed, and a detailed job model has been constructed, task analysis should
beg'.n. The tasks that have been selected on carefully weighted criteria and
thoroughly described in the job model should now be analyzad. The analysis
should have the twin purposes of providing sound bases for (a) decisions on
whether to allocate tasks to formal training or to on-the-job learning, and (b) the
d~rivation of training objectives.

It is important to distinguish between task analysis and the kind of job anal-
ysis conducted for the purpose of job structuring. The MOS structure of
the Army is an example of a job structure. It provides for 10 occupational areas
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encompassing 90-odd career groups; standards of grade authorization are set
for each job contained in the structure. Within such a structure, in order to
provide comparable recompense for comparable skill and responsibility, it is
important to conduct job analyses. But job analyses for tiwe purpose of assess-
ing occupations against one another are of a different type than those conducted
for training purposes. The fact that a job has been analyzed for job-structure
purposes does not mean that the analysis will be sufficient for training design.
An analysis of a job for job structure purposes may be accomplished in a matter
of days or a week; the initial analysis of the same job for a new training curric-
ulum may well require months.

So far as was discovered in this study, none of the services provide a require-
ment or guidance for task analysis for curriculum development purposes. Nor
are criteria provided for allocation of subject matter to formal training or to
on-job lea nrning.

Air Force documents make reference to task analysis, but not in the context
nor for the purpose of "in-house' curriculum development. Thus, AFSCM 80-3,
Handbook of Instructions for Aerospace Personnel Subsystems Design_ (38 stater
that task analyses that are conducted during system development are to be con-
ducted to the level of detail specified by the Personnel Subsystem Manager.
These analyses arn conducted primarily for human engineering purposes, allo-
cation of functions to men and to equipment, and manpower projections. They
are not updated after the completion cf system development. They are not con-
ducted on the ,tasks of a job model and their information yield is not directly and
adequatelN applicable to military cturriculum development purposes. No Air
Force document was found giving guidance on task analysis.'

No Army-wide requirement for task analysis was found. One of 14 Conti-
nental Army Command schools contacted in the course of the study, the U.S.
Army Quartermaster School, furnished a document (28) providing guidance on
task analysis. Six othe.ýrs provided publications that in one way or another indi-
catcd the desirability of obtaining job information.

One Navy document, ED&TNGINTINST 5600.2 (45), gives as the first step in
developing or revising curricula, "Analyze the jobs and duties in which the
graduates of the course will perform," but no guidance is given on how this step
is to be accomplished, nor is there any assurance that the kind of analysis
referred to is task analysis. Neither OPNAV Instruction 3910.4B (46), Technical
Development Plan, Section 13, Personnel and Training, nor NAVPERS 92684A
(47), Guide for Curriculum Development. refer to the need for task analysis. A
proposed new NAVPERS Guide for the Development of a Curriculum and Train-
ing Materials states: "The first stage in the development of a course of instruc-
tion is the preparation of learning objectives." L'hus, although this proposed
new Guide commendably emphasizes the importance of stating learning objec-
tives, it carries the implication that the objectives so prepared will not be firmly
based on job performance requirements.

As for allocation of subject matter to formal training or to on-job learning,
no Navy documents were encountered reflecting concern or criteria for allocat-
ing content to resident, port, or fleet locations. Allocations to resident, field,
or on-job locations by the Air Force is based on resident training capability.
U.S. Continental Army Command policy is to conduct only that resident instruc-
tion that cannot be feasibly administered on the job or outside the school system.
Of 14 USCONARC schools, four provide local guidance documents which indicate

'ATCM 50.6. flou, to Prepar. 4 TC Training Literature. was not available for review.
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San awareness of the problem of where to allocate the conduct of training. Two
of the schools, the U.S. Army Missile and Munitions Center and School (formerly

Ordnance Guided Missile School) and the U.S. Army Quartermaster School, pro
vided sets of criteria for allocating subject matter to formal trailing. Except for
these two Army schools, none of the sour es in the study provided criteria to be
used in deciding whether to allocate training content to formal instruction or to
on-job learning.

Derive 7raining Object;ies

On the basis of the information made available lor thir report, i' has been
shown that, at this point in the progression through the steps of the model devel-
opmt at, no service provides requirements or guidance adequate for a precise
definition of the job toward which training should be directed.

Training objectives are the immediate criterion for the content of a train-
ing curriculum. Indeed, they are designed to dictate that content. Unless the
previous steps in the model development have been completed, one would be

unlikely to find that all the objectives of a given program were responsive to the
needs of the system, to the job, or to criteria for allocating subject matter to

: formal training.

The establishment of training objectives directly responsive to the results
of task analysis provides a firm, job-oriented basis for the development of the
training program, including lesson plans, texts, training films, devices, practi-
cal exercises, and all other training materials. In revising curricula, all sub-

ject matter not directly related to achievement of the training objectives shou~d
be pruned.

A clear set of objectives can contribute to trainee motivation. There need
be no ambiguity about what the trainee is expected to learn, and his efforts can
be effectively directed toward the learning goals.

Precise training objectives provide clear justification for training facilities,
course length, and other matters in the administration of training. They also
provide a sound basis for a quality control system (achievement and proficiency
testing) for continuous monitoring of training adequacy.

In spite of the fact that there are no service dir ýctives nor guidance for pro-
viding the curriculum developer with a precise descr-ption of the job, all services
make reference to the need for job-relevance in stating training objectives.

Army. AR 350-1, Army Training (48), states that Army subjects and pro-
grams of instruction are to be based on an analysis of the knowledge and skills
required for each occupatiotial specialty. U.S. Continental Army Command CON
Reg 310-16, Preparation and Processing of MOS Army Subject Schedules (49),
requires curriculum developers to cite one or more learning objectives for each
period of instruction under the overall objective of qualifying a soldier in the
grade of private to perform the duties of his MOS in a unit engaged in or support-
ing combat operations. It states, "A learning objective will state what the soldier
will be able to do at the end of the period of instruction. It will not state what
the lesson is intended to do." Also, "Learning objectives will state the task the
trainee is expected to perform and, if appropriate, the conditions under which he
is expected to perform these tasks, and the standards of performance expected."!
Also, Annex Q to CON Reg 350-1 (1!0) directs the use of objectives relating to
general, working, and qualified knowledge.

Of the 14 USCONARC schools sampled for this report, seven have offi-
cial publications that mention utilization of or requirement for job analysis as a
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basis for the development of training objectives. One school, U.S. Army Signal
Center and School, has no official regulation on the subject but an experimental
workshop course siates, "Valid duty-orien'ed objectives can be derived only by
means of a thorough job analysis." Another school, U.S. Army Quartermaster
School, has a guidance document, entitled Duty-Oriented Objectives (28), which
provides a thorough description of the process for developing training objectives,
from task analysis to determination of performance standards.

Nav . Bureau of Naval Personnel ED&TNGINTINST 5600.2 (45) requires
personnel developing or revising curricula to select and write general and spe-
cific learning objectives describing in short statements what performance is
expected from the trainee. Also, BuPers Notice 1500, Development and Imple-
mentati, n of Learning Objectives (51), requires detailed objectives to be estab-
lished for all courses under Bureau of Naval Personnel supervision.S~NAVPERS 92566A, Specifications for the Preparation of Instruntor's
Guides and Trainee's Guides on Naval Equipment (52), states: "The objectives

for the course shall be prepared first. They will include knowledge and skill
levels (on specific tasks) to be attained by the trainee." The Specifications do
not describe by what means the "specific tasks" are derived.

SNAVPERS 93510, Handbook for Writing Learning Objectives (53), states:
"Items of terminal behavior are normally derived from those knowledges and
skills which the trainee will be expected to usc after graduation. Behavior des-i cription should therefore be slanted toward the jobs or tasks the graduate will

perform. In most training courses, however, job-slanted behaviors would
require topics which would be excessive in content and learning objectives which
would be exceedingly detailed." [Underscoring added] This statement is anti-
thetical to the principle that training content should be job-relevant.

Naval Air Technical Training Command CNATECHTRA Instruction
P1540.2C, Training Definitions and Specifications (54), states, for Naval Air
Technical Training, that the first step in developing a curriculum outline is to
ascertain and prepare the objectives of the course.

In summary, of the Navy-wide documents encountered in this study
dealing with training objectives, the only one that makes reference to the need $
for job-relevance of training objectives does so in negative terms.'

Air Force. ATCR 52-18, Management of Training Materials (56), requires
that each training course be built on a formal specification of job tasks cr after-
training requirements stated in behavioral and measurable terms. Also,
ATCR 52-7, Plan of Instruction (Technical Training) (57), identifies the key unit
of a POI as the Statement of Learning Objective (SOLO), defined as "the identifi-
cation of a specific observable/measurable behavior on the part of the student,
the achievement of which contribites to a task or knowledge specified in the
training standard" [Underscoring added]. Further guidance in ATCR 52-7 on
SOLOs emphasizes their use as the basis for instruction nnd testing, and requires
them to be clearly worded and to be directly reflective of the training standard.

The "training standard" referred to in ATCR 52-7 is the Job Training
Standard (JTS) defined in ATCR 52-5 (44). The general concept of a Job Train-
ing Standard is admirably suited to training curriculum development. However,
its present effectiveness is diluted by the lack of (a) requirements for detailed

'A recent publication (55. %l•arI 1966) of the '.S. Naval Personnel Research Activity. San Diego.
California. contuins an excellent statmnient on trainirg objectives. including emphasis on the need for job-
relevance. It also contains guidance on training curriculum dt'velopment. using a number ot the ntops in the
model presented in thin report. No information was obtained, however, on the ,xtent to which the document
will influence Xait .w ide course design. as do the above-referenced Jocuments.
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documents bringing system and task data to bear on the development of precise,
detailed job models, and (b) documented evidence of systematic analysis of the
tasks of the model for the purpose of deriving Air Force SOLOs. The JTS in its
present form is, as described in AFR 50-34 (43), a document containing "general
tasks, knowledges, and proficiency level requirements." It is intermediate
between a job description and a listing of learning objectives, and hence serves
to obscure rather than delineate a precise relationship between them.

Discussion. The force of a policy statement can be gauged, in rough terms,
by its requirements for documents evidencing compliance. For example, as
stated above, AR 350-1, Army Training (48), requires that Army instruction be
based on an analysis of the knowledges and skills required for the correaponding
occpational specialties. However, the only Army-wide document defining these
knowledges and skills is AR 611-201, the Army "MOS book," which, as previously
stated, is not a detailed source of information on the job. Further, there is no
policy requirement for documents showing the progressive distillation of system
and job information into detailed training requirements.

Requirements are levied to write so-called training objectives and
guidance is provided to indicate acceptable wording and format. However, with-
out a prior requirement to collect, document, and analyze system and job infor-
mation, the writing of training objectives can easily reduce to a paper exercise.

Until documents are generated detailing the correspondence of training
content with system needs, the temptation to describe current training program
content in different, more acceptable words will continue. Since the fifth step of
the model development process, derivation of training objectives, requires evi-
dence of the first four system-valid products, current service efforts in this
direction are vitiated, at least in part.

Admonitions to curriculum developers to make training objectives job-
relevant will not replace directives to do so, complete with procedural guidance
for complying. Although there are clear instructions available to curriculum
developers in all three services for developing well-worded objectives, there is
no way of assuring that the objectives so written are actually responsive to the
needs of the system or relevant to the job performances toward which training is
to be directed.

Responsiveness to the system and the job could be better assured by
requirements and guidance for completing the earlier steps of the development
model, then making sure that training objectives are justified by reference to the
relevant detailed system and task analysis data.

Develop Training Program

The content of a training curriculum, except for certain internal pedagogic
devices such as orientations and reviews, should be determined by its training
objectives. The training methods by which the objectives are achieved are the
topic of the CTEP Study Area, Training Methods.

Just as training objectives provide a precise starting point and definition for
the devel.3pment of detailed training content, so should there be a precise speci-
fication of the trained performance capability of the gradviate of the training
program. Such specifications are needed in order to provide for detailed feed-
back from graduate job performance to the corresponding details of the training
program, enabling ready revision of the content or methods.

I.



The Air Force Job Training Standard is the nearest approach of the services
to a set of graduate performance specifications. As was previously discussed,
however, it is inadequat.,ly derived from system needs and insufficiently precise
to serve as an ideal set of specifications.

Monitor Trained Product and
Modify Training Curriculum as Required

This step, which deals with feedback from graduate job performance to
training, is covered in the next chapter.
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Chopter 4

MONITORING THE TRAINED PRODUCT

This chapter deals with the last step in the model training curriculum devel-
opment process. The full title of that step, as given in Chapter 2, is Monitor
Trained Product and Modify Training Curriculum as Required. No effort has
been made in this study to determine the extent to which the content of particular
training programs is modified as a consequence of data gathered on the perform-
ance of program graduates. Instead, in keeping with the major objective of the
study, attention is directed to the procedures for obtaining data on the basis of
which content may be modified.

The process of obtaining information on the job performance of the trained
graduate, usually referred to as obtaining feedback from the job to training, is
nearly as important as the steps leading to the development of the training pro-
gram. It is the function of feedback to provide verification of the aaequacy of
the trained product and to keep curriculum content continuously adjusted to the
changing system and job conditions.

Feedback Efforts in the Services

TECHNIQUES USED BY THE SERVICES

Formal techniques used by the services to obtain feedback from job to course
include (a) the mailed questionnaire or test; (b) the field visit, in which inter-
views may be given and qut-stionnaires administer-.d; (c) the performance evalu-
ation, a study of graduate trainee Job performance over an extended (usually
three-month) period of time; and (d) debriefing of personnel returning from the
job situation. Informal feedback occurs as (a) personnel corot from the job sit-
uation to assume instructional and other training duties, and (b) field commanders
and others correspond with training agencies.

ARMY FEEDBACK EFFORTS

For the purposes of this study, the researchers contacted Continental Army
Command and 14 of its schools, those offering one or more courses in Dot)
Occupational Convers, on Table (1) categories 1, 2, or 6 (see Chapter 3 for list
of schools).

Guidance from U.S. Continental Army Command. Annex Q to USCONARC
Regulation 350-1 (50) directs school commandants to use feedback data from
course graduates and their supervisors to evaluate courses (see Appendix A).
Annex Q states: "Schools may send questionnaires to graduates and their imme-
diate supervisors after the school-trained skills have been use I on the job for
approximately 3 to 6 months to obtain feedback data ... Questionnaires will
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include, but will not be limited to. items designed to determine the difficulty and
the freqL ncy of specific job tasks performed by the graduates. ... The onsite
observation and interrogation of school graduates and their supervisors in their
work assignments is the most valid technique for obtaining feedback data."

USCONARC Schools, Feedback Efforts, FY 1965. Of the 14 schools sampled°

12 furnished questionnaires ,esigned to gather information from graduate
enlisted personnel. One of the two remaining schools furnished officer ques-
tionnaires but none for enlisted graduates; the other school furnished no ques-
tionnaires, but stated that it was developing a comprehensive questionnaire
program. None of the schools reported having conducted interviews with grad-
uates during FY 1965; three reported having made field trips for the purpose of
gathering feedback information.

Data on feedback received from the 12 USCONARC schools using ques-
tionnaires for enlisted graduates in FY 1965 are summarized in Table 1. Some
data were furnished for FY 1966 but were withheld fromn this table because of
their incomplete nature. Table I shows the schools represented had sampled
over 80% of their courses, but only two of the schools showed returns over 70%.
The U.S. Army Missile and Munitions Center and School's Guidance for Field
Feedback Projects (37)states: "It is desirable to get 90 to 100% returns to be
assured of good ,epresentation of the group sampled." The percent returns
from supervisors appear to be no higher than from graduates.

Content of USCONARC Schools' QJ!uestionnaires. The content of the question-
naires for graduates fell into two categories: frequency of task performance
and applicability of school subject matter.

Concerning frequency of task performance, four schools ask the gradu-
ate to indicate how many times in the past tt,:ee or four months he had done the
task (e.g., never, 1-2 times, 3-5 times). Two scliools ask whether he performs
the task frequently, occasionally, or never. One school asks him to describe his
ctrrent duties and .-ndicate the percent of his time spen. on each. Three of the
schools also ask whether the graduate rates the topic as eisy or difficult.

Concerning applicability of school subject mattvr, four schools list sub-
jects from the curricuium and ask the gradvate what emphasis should be given
to them or whether instructional time should be increased, decreased, or kept
the same. One school provides no list, and asks the graduate to list, for example.
job duties the course did not train him to perform.

Nearly all the questionnaires for supervisors list iob skilis, tasks, or
areas of the graduate's job and ask the supervisor to indicate the degree of pro-
ficiency show'n by the graduate on the job. One school asks the supervisor to
list not more than five of the graduate's major duties and to reply to questions
such as. "What recommendations do you have for improving the course that
would better equip this man to perform in the job for which he • trained?*
Another school asks the superv'sor to indicate whether hours devoted to subjects
in the course should bc increased, decreased, or left the same.

Thrt,, schools furnished questionnaires for commanders. One lists
"training objectves" such as, "Prepares stad dressing.' and asks the commander
to indicate whether this task is performed better by school-trained or OJT per-
sonnel. Another asks the commander to rate the graduate on a five-point scale
on such -*Pics as. -How well does his training assist him in ovcreroming new
and different situations?" The remaining sYchool asks the commander to e#.a'u-
ate the graduate on. for example. "inspecting. servicing, adjusting, reploicng.
testing, removing and installing organizational naotenance ievel parts. asseri-
blies and components." RiI
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Informal Feedback in the Army. A U.S. Army Continental Army CommandV
Fact 3eet. dated 1Ioeme 1965. lists 10 informal means of obtaining feedback:

(1) "A high percentage of officers recently returned from overseas and
CNScommand and staff positions re assigned to the staffs and faculties of

our schools.
(2) -Hq USCONARC critically reviews every new and revised POI anj

Army Subject Schedule. These are not adopted until the Deputy Chiefs of Staff
have formally approved the adequacy of the subject matter in their respective
areas of interest.

(3) "Annual commandants' conferences are sponsored by the Schucls
Directorate. The needs of the field units are main points of discussion.

(4) 'Practically every leadership type class is seasoned with a sprin-
kling of officers recently returned from overseas assignments. In seminars.
classroom discussions, and in their end-of-course critique sheets, comments of
these students serve to generate changes.

(5) "Personal letters between commanders and rommandants.
(6) -In some instances, schools have conducted- special conferences cf

commanders who are knowledgeable in the schools' instructional areas and are
recipients of the schools, trained products.

(7) Hq LISCONARC persounnel routinely visit schools and CONUS TOE
units. Indications oi inadequacies of school training are fed back to the SchoolsI Directorate in the form of trip reports and memoranda for record.

(5) " Instructor conferences and workshops. although primarily con-
cerned with the latest ideas on improving instructional techniques. also deal with
the practical training needs of the field soldier.

(9) periodic Army school system reviews by DA Boards of OfficersI ~(Gerow. Williams, Daley. Hlaines Bloarfts) determine axdequacy of training.
(10) -Pragmatic reports such as Lessons Learned and certain HumRRO

reports fred valuable information to the school commandants.-

NiAVY V EE)BACK EFFORTS

RuPers has no formal proovedures for feedback. rely~ng primarily on the
cecperiencue of personnel rotated back from the field ter instructor duty avid to a
looser etevtnt on romplaints from the field.

A soetiona4 thr- New IDevelopments Rli-nch, Buivau of Naval Personnel.
called Profirienry Xfrasuremo.n and Training Feredack. cinducts field follow-
up* of training ronducid in support of now rq~aipmrot& At pcesctat the wor of
thits group is restrictedl to spertalixv4. C w-hool. trainin. - and itds aecn
-toterd only in rosponser to request. Therv to ro directie rcquiring fleet support.
Reports art' forwardt4 ko propram managrer in Pten C. and to the proponent
training agenry.

NATECI$RACOM~ .-mplo-s thr fcy'lowing mewns of obtainting fettdback
information:

(1) Rating Task Scr~ytz and Rtatio$ Task Sart~y Itupomt Poearsainl
reporting at It orboorl otudents or C schoal itnwttutors art' -vularky requirod
to romploter a Rating Task Sarrwy. Thr %r-vvy etwitins ite-os dirfr~ir! fromn
the Vtanual_ atQualifications for Advancement io Hat!M fil aM the resppisI'

IVs r askte to todirstche Ow tfnspny o' per1nmanre by Class A graduatvs
on tti" )ob. The dat* art- summarised and r-ralusted by ochowl adinalstrstoMs
A Rating Task irtvey Report basedt on Auwst 1"o returns. is stabmnitted



annually to the CNATECHTRA. There is no requirement for action beyond
submission of the report, and possible resulting changes are not monitored.

(2) Graduate Evaluation Report. Six months after the A school gradu-
ate's arrival at his duty station, his supervisor is asked to complete his yellow
card and return it to NATECHTRACOM Headquarters. The yellow card con,.-*,s
items from the Manual of Qualifications for Advancement in Rating (42), and the
supervisor is asked to rate the man for his job proficiency on these items.
Returns run about 10-12%. Data are summarized quarterly and sent directly to
the school concerned without comment or action required.

(3) General Aviation Technical Training Conference. There is a bien-
nial three-day conference of trainers and users which in the past has resulted
in a number of actions to change curricula.

Tbl, 2

Meaning of Air Fen* Troriaq AIR FORCE FEEDBACK EFFORTS
Eoww Divisions

Evaluation of individual cours•-s
VMM. iutt-io. of instruction in the Air Force is

TsCrow_ NCO __._.".t conducted in accordance with AFR
I lO * . ,~I ,, 50-10 (54) This regulation pro-

Am.n•.* - 29 vides for field evaluation visits.
7 10 direct correspondence, question-

- a naires. and job performance evalu-
- - ations as defined therein. These

activities are carried out. in the4 in theIA.mfl I - S Air Training Command. by the six
Sbeppwd 1 , 1 training centers: Amarillo. Ctanute.

TOW 4 3 3 4 Keesler. Lackland. Lowry. and
O?..,h~ m h! i.. T r..is *:cim.•... m ,- Sheppard. Within each training cen-

S.."IN A S.. .P: 646% W o .a ter, reposibility for conduct of
.ss . . • feedback activities is gathered ir a

Training U'valuation Division (TED')
The TEDs are manned as shown in Table 2 (administrative personnel vA includer)
The TED pereonnel are responsible for the evaluation of all trainin, givon at the
training centers

The coverag, of Airn•n Basic Resident (ABR) courses (first "sirment tech-
nical) toswcast by the training .nters in FYI $46 to shown in Tvble1 It is impo-
tact to note thatabout 86J of all AIIR courses will have been surveyve by mailed
questionnaire. 44% by field visits. and 14% by )oa performance erelustiono Of the
ARR couroes. 140- will have betn survcyed by at least one of wsue methoqd of
obtain fesdbark In all methods. th, Job Training Ss•dard 4s usou as the gud-
Ing crtterion og training effetavven The m.thodt are bf# er. described t*lO-:

Questonairts-Courses awardint aa AFSC a-# NlrA•wet- in li-moIs
cytls. AW~ ample i ae vratr.wohp~ia.qeIi

naaes being wialled to supevvsors abnut 3 fayx after- tV n
grokaatIom hem* aro taken froim thi relt Job Traintnt StandardS
PAtift are auntis•at•ory. istisfactory.. outAtaumeiv or ox• perform".
Retuite rCO clog* to 00%. with a two-wek turmrowd for- CMUS
nstutmation ODat are amity~ed fo JTS deflcte a.tea, otilitsai, of
frS tasks aewi kuawmltdgs. .cqmtmt t*iP maintaifed or opervted.
road $ah pronttesfy. ad wi'itwd from MoW ,idrstoi for the qli-
fktieons of te rater
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Field Visits-A training evaluation officer visits with and observes
course graduatea at severnl job sites. and confers with their super- A

vis'As (keyotnued ito m) folou andsupequacy ofpeformatincpe,-n

(c) how much relative time it takes. Iteports are mailed back weekly
for 10 weeks. The evaluation begins the day the graduate reports for
field duty.

TW*l 3

Air Force Troainig Center btamkatiom of First.Eal~enan1 Technical Cevrses. FY 1,46

%11111 U.W tat 6 9 4- 1 1 Tr Ir too

9 It 0 Ai. 1 as s

1606uift n' %%.Wi4Wdb (.0w.w :1 -ýis 0 1

M I I a- I's S

6 5 lb I 12 6S

21 14

FMORACK ~rfQOTS AT THE~ SLCURITY AGE~NCY SCHOOL

The work of twrsonnel of tOw U S Armyw Security Agvocy Training Conmer and
School (USASATC431 on tMettlopmcrit of Instructional Systems MM)I requires
" ratlert consideratiow It is o1w only instance #nmoutrod during 04ai stiay of
a mil-Itary training development procoss that rWeprveSe' an ongoing sppitation
of the beest of modvmi trair-ing deftlopm4nt trchfology- In the f)IS proctss. sys-
tom analysis is condueted. task iMV WIVoAI are df-i~lpod. )ob Models are Coo-
sttrIcttd. task* a"e anialyaed and allocated to formal t.-aiffng, w- on-yab learntng,
and traini~ng objfttivos are basod on task analysis Mft-mala

Thw US-4SATi, &S effort it stil1 tn O1w *,%rly stagoa. Obe coauro is hilkly "er-
ational. two are to the pilot treting ~tgo. and all &"re x~weitd to b'* aponattirral
by 1910 It is tUms too eairl to driwf-tih a fulky operatioae -13,13 feedbck Wystem
The Initial emphaits. ho~wevr. I* an field visits by trained )ab anaysis tramst

~3m lrswill no~t W? *W.s uniss vslId and ýA!~#WfW~f o!
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An interesting :act is that DIS personnel plan to conduct feedback study after
the graduate has been on the job only one month. Usual military practice calls
for graduate job tenure of three to six months or more before the gathering of
feedback ini, rmation. DIS personnel reason that the longer feedback gathering
is delayed, the more difficult it beeýmrnes to determine whether graduate perform-
ance is the result of formal training or to what extent it has-been influenced by
on-job learning. Of importance here is the fact that USASATC&S requires full
job-qual'ficaton of its trainees at graduation. Most other systems do not reqv.ire
such a high standard at job-entry, and expect larger nr smaller amounts of on-
job learning to occur. Because of his high initial capability, the USASATC&S
graduate may perform on a wider sample of tasks in a shorter time than the
typical graduate.

The DIS objective is that feedback studies will be conducted in the same
manner as the initial job analysis for a new course. Thus, the trained analysts
will be armed not merely with general statements such as those in the Army
MOS Code Descriptions, the Navy "Quals," or the Air Force JTS. but with
detailed task inventories, task descriptions, task analyses, and job-oriented
training objectives. Analysts are also provided with guidance documents such
as the 118-page USASA Command Job Analysis System. Job Analysis Handbook
and Guide (24). This document provides guidance for the preparation of a Job
Analysis Report on the field command organization, mission, and work activity
aualy3is for the particular MOS; identifying information; details of duties, tasks,
and elemencs; general information; and equipment lists.

Studies Conducted to Obtain Feedback

The following summary of service studies to gacher feedback information
stems from a search of the Technical Abstract Bulletins of the Defense Documen-
tation Center from 1958 to 1966, including several training bibliographies
listed therein.

Army Studies. Very few reports are found to deal with feedback from the
job to specific Army courses of technical instruction. Those presenting feed-
back information were not primarily designed for that purpose. The studies con-
ducted were not the result of a formal evaluation program instituted by the Army;
they were studies arising from research and development activities of, for
example, HumRRO. The typical study involved comparison of a current Army
course of instruction with an experimental coarse designed on the basis of an
analysis of the job. (Examples of such studies are 5, 16, 59, 60. Studies in
which graduates were tested for fe,'dback purposes are 61 and 62.)

Navy St'zdies. A number of Navy studies were found dealing to a greater or
lesser extent with feedback. Some of these studies consisted of shipboard obser-

, raiion, interview, and test of, fov example, Aviation Structural Mechanics (63),
Electronics Technicians (64-70), Fire Control Technicians (71, 72), Shipfitters
(73),. and Sonarmen (74-78). These studies were not expressly designed to eval-
uate specific courses of instruction. They dealt with perc nnel in particular
ratings, but frr.-v varied course backgrounds. Thus, a typ.cal report (71) states:
"A sample of 332 first-enlistment FT's from 74 ships of CruDesPac, PhibPac,
and AirPac was contacted. Most of these men had Class 'A' and Class 'C' school
training and were either FTA's or FTM's."I

Several Navy studies were designed to evaluate specific courses of
instruction, such as rourses for Aviation Electrician's Mates (79), Aviation
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Electronics Technicians (80o 81), Aviation Machinist's Mates (82), Aviation
Structural Mechanics (83), and Torpedoman's Mates (84). These studies employed
variei means of evaluation:

(1) Tests. In some of the studies (80, 83, 8!4) performance tests
were administered to job incumbents.

(2) Job visit. In one study (79), job sites were visited and inter-
views, tests, ratings, and job diaries were administered.

(3) Performance evaluation. In two studies (81, 82), course grad-
uates kept job diaries for a period of 12 weeks on the job following graduation.

Air Force Studies. The Air Force studies on feedback from the job-to indi-
vidual courses provided an impressive series of reports. -ming out of the Air
Training Command Project Office, Eglin Air Force Base, '-'lorida (85). This
series, which began in 1953, produced 114 reports from 19Z" to its termination
in 1965. It averaged, then, about 15 per year.

The procedure used in the Eglin studies (86) was to pay an initial visit

chosen on the basis of an ATC priority course list. Supervisors of the graduates

were oriented to the purposes of the study and were provided forms for record-
ing the graduate's job performance. While the graduates (from 3 to 25; average

K 10) performed normal duties, the supervisors completed daily and weekly sum-
maries. At the end of a three-month period, a terminal visit was paid and grad-
uates and supervisors were interviewed. Air Training Command required the
training center concerned to reply as to what action was being taken to comply
with the study recommendations.

In the roughly eight-year period from 1958 to the end of FY 1965, the

Eglin reports evaluated 98 courses, 21 courses more than once. Since the pres-
ent number of Air Force active ABH (first-enlistment technical) courses is about
150, it is clear that the Eglin project fell considerably short of providing feed- I
back for all Air Force technical courses. Yet, considering its personnel strength
(1 Project Officer, 2 GS-13 evaluators, 1 enlisted man, 1 secretary), the output
was prodigious.

The guiding criterion of graduate job performance in the Eglin studies
was the Job Training Standard. The JTS lists the required knowledges and tasks
for the job and indicates required proficiency levels.

SThe Eglin project was discontinued in June 1965. Its function is now
being carried out by the Evaluation Divisions of the Air Force Training Centers.

Utility of Data From Tests for Advancement

Proficiency evaluation measures for advancement and other purposes are

developed in the Army by the Enlisted Evaluation Center, Fort Benjamin Harri-
son, Indiana; in the Navy, by the Naval Examining Cente.., Great Lakes Naval
Training Center, Illinois; and in the Air Force, at the 6570th Personnel Research
Laboratory, Lackland Air Force Base, Texas.

Army Test Procedures. The Enlisted Evaluation Center (EEC) collects two
types of data, the MOS Evaluation Tests and Commander Evaluation Reports
(CER). The latter consist of rating forms filled out by both the supervisor and
the supervisor's supervisor. These forms include scales for rating the indi-
vidual's cooperativeness, reliability, job performance, and like factors. Items
for the MOS Evaluation Tests are written by subject matter specialists (usually
instructors) at Army service schools, following outlines constructed by EEC
and approved by the schools.
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After tests are administered, the EEC scores the CERs and Evaluation
Tests, and derives an Evaluation Score. An MOS Evaluation Data Report (EDR)
is prepared for each individual showing his score and relative standing in each
subject area. The MOS Evaluation Score and EDR are used as the basis for:

(1) Awarding Proficiency Pay.
(2) Verifying ability of personnel to perform duties of primary and

secondary MOS.
(3) Qualifying individuals for promotion.
(4) Determining the pay grade and MOS for officers reverting to

enlisted status.
(5) Identifying training needs, both for the individual and his unit.

Navy Test Procedures. Examinations for advancement from pay grades
E-2 through E-7 are developed by chief petty officers permanently assigned to
the NEC. Each examination is designed to co-'er advancement qualifications
prescribed for each rate and rating in the Manual of Qualifications for Advance-
ment in Rating (42). These qualifications, or "quals," constitute the basis not
only for advancement tests, but also for a sizable share of curriculum construc-
tion-training personnel are, understandably, concerned that students be able to
pass the quals. Items for advancement tests cover subject matter listed in the
annually revised bibliography, Training Publications for Advancement in Rating.

Several months prior to the examination, each candidate is sent an Examination
Information Sheet showing the qualifications for his rate/rating and a bibliog-
raphy of references.

The score obtained on the examination is the principal factor in advance-
ment. A composite score is obtained from the following factors:

Examination score 80 points
Performance factor 50 points

(Commander's rating)
Length of service 20 points
Time in grade 20 points
Awards 10 points

Maximum composite score 180 points
Air Force Test Procedures. The Air Force uses three specialty knowledge

tests (SKTs), with few exceptions within each AFS, for advancement and promo-
tion within each of the 3, 5, and 7 skill levels. AFM 35-1, Classification Policy
Manual (87), clearly states that SKTs are measures of technical knowledge
required for award of an AFSC, and do not measure performance on the job.
Test results are relative and serve their purpose only when considered along
with all other criteria for upgrading.

SKT items are constructed by subject matter specialists--senior NCOs
in the AFS-placed on temporary duty to the Personnel Research Laboratory.

Advancement Tests as Indicators of Training Effectiveness. Several con-
siderations act to contaminate the value of written advancement tests as indices
of training effectiveness.

(1) In the main, examinations are based on occupational descr!, .ions,

which are developed by personnel agencies for purposes of utilization and assign-
ment, and a.re not sufficiently detailed to constitute the basis for job (as opposed
to occupational) examinations,

(2) School/center training is designed to equip a man with job-entry
skills, while examination for upgrading is usually conducted on completion of on-
the-job training. Scores thus reflect both residenm and, on-job training, making
it difficult to separate out the effects of each.
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(3) Advancement tests are paper-and-pencil measures, and, on this
account, are only indirect measures of job proficiency.

(4) Tests are indicators of the relative standing of individuals taking
the examination; standards are based on the scores of the personnel taking the
test and not on the job itself.

Within these constraints, however, advancement tests may be treated as
trouble indicators, suggesting deficiencies to be checked against results of
further study.

Critique of Service Feedback Efforts

All the services are concerned with the problem of obtaining feedback from
the job either through formal programs, studies, or informal means. With the
exception of the Bureau of Naval Personnel, all services have formal programs
for eliciting information regarding graduate performance on the job. These
programs, however, vary widely in scope and content.

The g-eatest divergence in feedback efforts is between the plans for feed-
back studies at the U. S Army Security Agency Training Center and School and
the efforts conducted in the rest of the services. The major difference is indi-
cated by the fact t- at DIS personnel plan to obtain feedback using the methods of
initial course design. The rest of the services cannot immediately employ this
method for feedback purposes because their courses were not designed accord-
ing to the steps of the curriculum development model (Chapter 2) as are the DIS
courses. Complete agreement between the methods of course design and those
for feedback is possible in the DIS approach because both are attuned to the
system and the job. Part of the reason that such wide variance in approach to
feedback is found throughout the rest of the strvices is no doubt attributable to
the disconcerting effects of the attempt to feed back information on job perform-
ance to course content which was not designed completely in terms of that
performance.

The most prevalent means of obtaining feedback information is the question-
naire. The rnethcdl used to collect information will vary in effectiveness with
the purpose. An Air Force study (88) suggests that the questionnaire technique
may be adequate for spotting gross deficienc.es. and is relatively inexpensive,
but that more dependable information requires personal contacts. The Air
Force appears unique among the services in scheduling fairly routine field visits.

Feedback for the purpose of validating training content presumes a precise
definition of what that content is. This definition takes the form of a set of per-
formance characteristics to be expected of course graduates on the job. The
assessment of whether an individual has n.oet the standard cannot be made until
the standard is made public. A document spccifyini capabilities to be expected
at the job-entry level is necessary in order (a) ihat these specifications may be
checked against operational requirements, and (b) to provide a base reference
for field evaluation.

Academic summaries, if not performance specifications, on graduates of
Army and NATECHTRACOM instruction are carried in the individual's person-
nel jacket. However, comparable information on BuPers students, their "hard
cards," are retained at the training site. Of the s.-vices, only the Air Force
provides a public document describing job caprbilities to be expected of course
graduates, in the Job Training Standard. The value of these standards for feed-
back purposes may be expected to vary directly with their precision of statement.
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A sound feedback system should also include provision for detecting the
efforts of overtraining, as well as undertraining. There exists no known policy
statement specifying this objective for any of the services. Systems which rely
heavily on comments from the field are unlikely to provide information on over-
training, since field commanders are more prone to comment on deficiencies
than on surpluses; overtraining, if it exists, will likely remain undetected until
methods are devised specifically suited to pick it up.

In order to obtain the clearest assessment of resident training effects, feed-
back data should be collected shortly after the man arrives at his duty station
and has been put to work. Otherwise, on-job effects may be difficult to separate
out. Under present procedures, feedback is usually solicited only after a delay
of five to six months. Exceptions include USASATC&S plans for DIS and the
recently adopted Job Performance Evaluation technique used in the Air Force.
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Chapter 5

TOWARD AN IMPROVED TRAINING POSTURE

This chapter examines (a) the status of training as a service career field,

(b) current courses in preparation for curriculum development, (c) the need for
dissemination of inforn~ation useful in curriculum development, (d) information
on the rate of change (addition and deletion) of service courses, and (e) informa-

tion related to implementation of job-oriented curricula.

The Status of Training as a Service Career Field

Since World War II the."e has been an enormous development of the technol-
ogy of curriculum development. There has consequently been a growing require-
ment for professionalism in the field of training. Training in the Army and Navy,
and to a lesser extent in the Air Force. is considered something that any officer,
NCO, petty officer, or senior airman can do. An enormous price in both effec-
tivtness and cost is being paid for this assumption.

There has been a considerable lag in the adoption of the results of training
research by the s-.rvices. The steps of the training development model have, in
the main, been current in the field of training research since the mid-1950s.
Their implementation, and other advances in training technology, could be
hastened by providing training career fields in proportion to the importance of
training as a military subject matter.

Military efforts are not necessarily gauged by their Defense Budget alloza-
tions. Nevertheless, the training area, which is currently accorded about 6% of
the budget, is supported by a career field in only one of the services; and in that
service less than 1% of its total personnel strength is assigned to a training
career field.

Army. The Army MOS structure provides no career group for training
either for officers or for enlisted personnel. In its classification code, the pre-
fix digit 8 identifies officers with instructor experiences; for enlisted personnel,
the letter H in the fifth alphanumeric position denotes Instructor, B denotes
Drill Sergeant (basic training instructor).

Na.. The Navy does not have a career area for training. Naval officer
career areas provide for sub-specializations, identified by Naval Officer Billet
Classification (NOBC) codes. of which 34 relate in some manner to training
activities. However, It is not intended that an officer devote his career to an
area denoted by an NOBC.

There is no Naval enlisted rating for training. The Navy's Manual of
Qualifications for Advancement in Rating (42) under "Military Requirements for
Petty Officers" provides a number of Pructlcal and Knowledge Factors on
which all Naval enlisted personnel must demonstraite proficiency to qualify for
advancement. The factors stated make no reference to any of the elements
recommended in this report for curriculum development.
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Air Force. The Air Force is unique among the services in providing a
career area for training. The Air Force classification structure provides 15
Officer Career Areas containing 48 Utilization Fields, and 46 Airman (enlisted)

Career Fields. The Officer Air Force Specialty Codes (AFSCs) are found within
the Personnel Resources Management Career Area in the Education and Training
Utilization Field. The enlisted AFSCs for training are found within the Airman
Education and Training Utilization Field (officer) and the Education and Train-
ing Career Field (enlisted), together with authorized and assigned strengths.

The total officer and enlisted personnel assigned in the Education and
Training Utilization and Career Fields (shown in Table 4) represents about 0.7
percent of the total current Air Force strength.

Table 4

Air Force Education and Training Utilization

and Career Field Strengths

AF Title to 'harizerr Assigned

Officers"
7511 b Educat ion and Training Staff Officer 0 26
7516 Education and Training Staff Officer 770 543

7 5 2 1b Education and Training Officer 0
7524 Eduvation and Training Officer 332 216

7 5 3 1 b Instructor 0
7535 Instructor 1093 839

Total 2195 23021

Enlisted
Personnele
75190 Education and Training Supervisor 107 166

75170 r'ducation Supervisor I1M 172

75171 Audio-% isual Technician 53 84

75172 Training Technician 1464 1391

75150 Education Specialist 245 131
75151 Audio-Visual Specialist 231 116

75130 Apprentice Education Specialist to 109
75131 Apprentice Audio-Visual Specialist 88 1.19

75132 Training Special9Mt g68
75390 Small Arms Supervisor 14 13

75370 Small Arms 253 5.9
75330 Small Arms Instruct-rw 780 120

Total 4332 4016

Total Mlinus Small Arms AFSCs 3285 3004 -A
'A* of 30 April 1966.
Vatry level: e.g.. C:ptstil k"ldsin a position 0'tllialt for the fusk of Majoe.

t4n of 3; Vo~y 1W:.

Servie Instruction to Prelpoe Personnel to Develop Curricula

With few exceptions, curricula admninistered to first-enlistment personnel

are prepared by instructors selected primarily for their competence in the sub-
ject matter rather than In training concepts and techniques. The training given
military curriculum developers would benei,• from updating and emphasis in
line with the concepts of modern training technology; such instruction is espe-

cially important in view of the fact that directives and guidance that would imple-
ment the steps of the curriculum development model are not provided.
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Army. Annex Q to CON Reg 350-1 (50) requires all personnel selected for
resident instructor duty to attend an instructor training course prior to assign-
ment as a platform or shop instructor. Deviations are authorized when selected
personnel have had previous training and/or experience as instructors. Instruc-
tor training is not standardized, but varies with the individual schools. Courses
usually run two weeks, with prime emphasis placed on methods of instruction
rather than content determination. The basic reference is usually FM 21-6,
Techniques of Military Instruction (89), dated May 1954. Exceptions to this pat-
tern include the instructor training course at the U.S. Army Quartermaster
School, which gives heavy emphasis to duty-oriented objectives for guidance in
developing course objectives.

N . Naval instructors attend instructor training courses in which they are
required (e.g., CNATECHTRA Instruction 1540.9G, 90) to (a) acquire a working
knowledge of the fundamentals of teaching, (b) experience, under direct super-
vision, the preparation and presentation of lessons, and (c) condu-t critical anal-

ysis and evaluation of lesson presentations.
Air Force. The ATC program for its instructors is ATC POI AIR75100,

Technical Instructor Course (Technical Training) (91), a methods-of-instruction
program required of all instructor personnel. In addition, POI OZR7500-Y,Development and Management of Training Materials (Technical Training) (92).

is available for mid-level (officer) supervisors and up. The course runs two
weeks and includes coverage of occupational surveys, preparation of JTSs0 POls,

SOLOs, and Student Study Guides, and use of quality control techniques. The
accompanying Student Study Guide and Workbook includes reprints of and refer-
ences to current thinking on the technology of training.

Individual ATC centers conduct local instruction as the need arises,
including workshops on the preparation of Statements of Learning Objectives.

POI AZR.5100, Instructional Programmer (Technical Training) (93). is
used by the Instructional Systems Branch, Lackland AFB. to instruct in methods
of programed instruction.

Dissemination of Data for Training Purposes

Among the agencies that provide continuing research of relevance to training
for the services are:

Army
The Army Personnel Research Office (APRO). Woshington. D.C.
The American University Center for Research in Social Systems

(CRESS, formerly SORO), Washington, D.C.
The Human Engineering Laboratories (HEL), Aberdeen Proving

Ground, Maryland.
The George Washington University Human Resources Research

Office. (HumRRO), Alexandria. Virginia.
Navy

The Naval Personnel Research Activities at San Diego, Califortnia,
and Washington. D.C.

Research Facilities at Headquarters. Naval Air Technical Training
Com.amand, Memphis, Tennessee.

The New Developments Research Branch, Personnel Research
Division, Bureau of Naval Personnel, Washington, D.C.

The Naval Training Devices Center, Orlando. Florida.
I
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Air Force
The Training Research Division, Behavioral Sciences Laboratory,

Aeromedical Research Laboratories, Wright- Patterson Air
Force Base. Ohio.

Personnel Research Laboratory. Aerospace Medical Division.
Lackland Air Force Base. Texas.

There is a continuing need ir all services for greater coordination between
the efforts of personnel research and training application. Often data that would
be valuable for training purposes are gathered in research, but provision for
transmittal to and use by training curriculum development personnel is
not adequate.

Th•e Air Force Personnel Research Laboratory. for example, has developed
and validated procedures expressly suited tc the ?erlodic collection of military
job inforrnatior. That laboratory has also prepared detailed plans for the estab-
lishment of an occupational survey unit for the purpose of preparing, adminis-
tering, and analyzing occupational surveys, but no requirement was found for the
results of completed surveys to be utilized by Air Force training personnel.

A source of job information available to Naval training personnel is the
results of several surveys conducted by the Naval Personnel Research Activities
(see Navy section under "Studies Conducted to Obtain Feedback." Chapter 4).
Ratings studied have included Aviation Strctural Mechanics. Electronics Tech-
nicians, Fire Control Technicians, Shipfitters, and Sonar-sAen. No requirement
was found, however, for the findings of these surveys to be transmitted to and
utilized by Naval training persannel.

Reae of Change of Service Ceouns

One factor in considering implementation of improved technical training
curriculum development in the services is the normal rate of change in courses
taught. Data collected in the course of the present study, although incomplete.
may serve to outline the general aspects of course turnover.

Data collected from the three services on course additions and deletions
are summarized in Table 5. Overall. it shows additions at about 13% per year
and deletions at about 10% per year. This rate of change means that a decision
to implement the model training developmentprocess oy! in new course

Addifies an* ,Wleieot of Service Covrae.. FY 19%).6"s

%SPAi n1S S19 US VA 2.I V. . 31
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levelopet frempe, would requre a number of years before a Mjorit of 4
service courses were job-oriented.

A Additions and deletions in ArMy courses in DoE) Occupational
Conversion Table categories 1, 2, and 6 from 1I61 through 1 $65 are given in
Table 6. There were additions. of about 19% for the five-year period, or about

%poer year. Deletions were about 26% for the five-year period, or about 5%
pr year.I

N~a Additions and deletions in courses of the Bureau of Naval Personnel
tud Naval Air Technical Training Command are shown in Tables?7 and 8.
Regarding fir~t-enlistment personnel1 the data on Class A courses is of greatest

Class C. Class EL (Data were not readily available on the number of first-
* enlistment personnel ini Claas C courses.) The tables show that combined addi-

tons ofNavy Class A courses were about 11% for the five-year periol. or aboutf
2%pryear. Deletions were, for the five-year period, about 12%-again, about

2% pryear.
Air Force. Additions and deletons of Air Force ABR courses from 1961

through 1965 are shown in Table 9. Further information wouid be necessary tof
determine what pre-portion of Air Force courses remain unaffected after inter- j
vals of time. but the data suggest rather rapid tu~rnover. Additions for the
five-year period &mounted to 134%. or about 27% per year. Deletions for the
five-year period totalIed 130%. or about 26% per year.

To serve as gcdanc~e for decisions on how best to impiement improved
curriculum development, the foregoing information on course turnover in the
services would need to be augmented by more detailed information. The criteria
for adding and deleting courses would need to be examined. It must be con-aide red, too. that a neww course is seldom wholly new in content. hand that
course revisions may be minor or major in their effect on course content.

An indication of the kind of gains that have been realized in the development
of job-oriented curricula is given in Table 10. The table shows a summary offtn~iangs on course length and proficiency from stiadiete that ItuanRRO has madeon training for enlisted Army )*be in Category I nf the Dot) Occupational Con-
version Tab~e (1), 1 Th;e findinkls show a median trainwin time reduction of about
six weeks in a graup of "t~it..? in which the median course was 23 weeks in
length. Coupled with the result for the cluster of studies as a median proficiency
inerrase of 13%. The overwhelming majority of the trativoes in these courses
were first- enlatms~nt personnel (one excepton was the two-week LORIAN co~urse,
in which the trainees we~re toitperienced petty offcorsi.

The Development of Insttrutional *ystems M94I approach *hows in average
course length roeduction of owe to two *eeAs (together *Ih a 2%IncL Wet*"e an job-
relevant content and a 2414 inc rease in proficiency. Other cost boeneits fridici to
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Table 10

HumRRO Development of Job-Oriented Training Curricula

(Cours•e Content Pr ofirien,'y
Conv,.ntional Experimental Increa,,e

Radio Repair (59) 20 20 23
Basic Electronics (97) 3 3 1
Radar Repair (4) 37 22 25
Liectronic Maintenance (26) 30 15 t0
Electronic Maintenancea (98) 2 2 200
Radar Repair 6) 30 12 0
Basic Electronics (99) 12 6 0
Carrier Fuipment Repalcb 25 11 0

Radar Maintenonce (LO) 32 26 41

aA re:juction of about one day in training time ýa, alhicv,d ;a this case.

bGehhard, H. "Develop-nennt'and Test of a Trainirg Program and Joh A\ds
for Maintenance of Electronic Communication Fqquipm,.nt," report in preparation.

by DIS are a 30-60% reduclion in OJT time and two to three weeks (vs. tradi-
tional 12-15 weeks) to detect course failures.

An indication of .other benefits from job-oriented training is found in an Army
magazine article by Paymond (96) in whiclh it ;s stated that Radio Mechanic
Course attrition rates were cat from as high as 24% to less than 2% by a deci-
sion to "cut out the frills and the ,ion-essentials. Teach the student how to do
his job." DIS perscnnel report unchanged attrition rates despite higher standards.

Costs of implementation would presumably be greatest during the initial and
transitional phases of re-orienting military training curricula. The DIS effort
is in these pha..et, at pr-';ent, and its personnel report that the effort has been
accomplished within r al resources. DIS conbnrises only a very small seg-
ment of military instiuction, and it is doubtful whetler its c,)st experience can
be generalized to the entire military establishment. For one thing, the success
of DIS has been highly dependent upon command support at the Army Security
Agency; similar strong approval and enthusiasm could not be expected to be
generated throughout the services, and the cest of such efforts is doubtless
related to the drive behind and within them. Neverthele.s, the DIS expericace
suggests that costs might well be within manageable limits. Once the new sys-
tem is fully operational, the weight of research evidence suggests that costs of
operation should be less than before.



Chapter 6

PRINCIPAL FINDINGS

The report presents a model training curriculum development process con- I
sisting of the following steps (fully described in Chapter 2): (a) conduct system

analysis, (b) develop task inventories, (c) develop job model, (d) conduct task
analysis, (e) derive training objectives, (f) develop training program, (g) moni-I
tor trained product and modify training curriculum as required. A number of
the findings and conclusions relate to the model.

The principal findings may be summarized as follows:
(1) Training Objectives. The first four steps of the model development

process were performed in a minimal way or not at all by the military services.
Consequently, although all services referred to the need for job relevance,
training objectives were not satisfactorily tied to system and job requirements.
The services would benefit from procedural guidance and directives for devel-
oping or conducting the first four steps.

(2) Allocation of Content to Formal Training or On-Job Learning.
Except at two Army schools, guidance on allocation of content was not adequate,
an, .ere was no .'equirement for statement of criteria for allocating subject
matter to formal training or to on-job training. A statement of criteria is needed.

(3) Specification of Graduate Capability. The first requirement for F
quality control is product specification. The nearest approach to an adeql ate
certification of graduate capability was the Air Force Job Training Standard,
but it lacked specificity and an adequate analytic basis. Precise graduate spec-
ifications are needed.

(4) Feedback from Job to Training. The services generally endeavor
to obtain formal or informal job performance information on graduates. The
principal means used was the mailed questionnaire; this method is inexpensive
but provides data of inferior quality. The Air Force alone scheduled routine
field visits to obtain feedback information. All the services would benefit from
routine field visits.

(5) Advancement Test Data. The data generated by existing service
evaluation and advanccment testing procedures appear to be of doubtful value
for gauging training effectiveness.

(6) Application of Model Curriculum Development Process. A program
at the USASATC&S is the only instance found where a complete application of
the model curriculum development -: ocess was in progress. USASATC&S per-
sonnel reported that, in initial course work, average course length decreased
and content increased, graduates were better qualified, attrition rates were the
same despite higher standards, and trainee motivatic, improved. Consonant
with these findings, HumRRO job-oriented training developments in studies
dealing with electronic equipment repairmen jobs have resulted in a reduction
of about one-fourth (median) in course length and in an increase of about one-
fourth (median) in proficiency.
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(7) Service Career Fields for Training. Although training costs account
for 6% of the Defense Budget, only the Air Force had a career field for training,
and the personnel in that field represented less than 1% of Air Force strength.
All the services need a training career field more nearly in proportion to the
importance of training as a military activity.

(8) Training for Curriculum Development. The typical curriculum
developer is an instructor. All services provided instructor training, but the
primary emphasis in thrt training was on methods of instruction, not on content
determination. The Air Force alone among the services provided a course ir
curriculum development, and it was a two-week officer supplemental course.
Adequate training in the steps of the curriculum development process is essential.

(9) Coordination Between Research and Training Development Agencies.
Better provision needs to be made for training research information to be trans-
mitted to and used by training curriculum development personnel.

(10) Rate of Change of Service Curricula. The rate of change (addition
and deletion) of service courses requires further study, but the available infor-
mation suggests that adoption of job-oriented analysis procedures solely for new
courses would mean that a number of years would pass before a inajority of

service courses were job-oriented.
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NCO Noncommissioned officer.

NEC Naval Enlisted Classification.

NOBC Nnval Officer Billet Code. A Naval sub. specialization, not careern-oriented.

OJT On-job training.

POl Program oi Instruction (Army); Plan of Instruction (Air Force).

QQPPi Qualitative and Quantitative Personnel Requirement.; Information.

"Quals" Common expression for Qualifications for Advancement in Rating (Navy).

Rating A Naval enlisted occupational grouping similar to the Army MOS and the Air
Force AFS.

SKT Specialty Kmn',wirtdqe Test. An Air Force test for advancement within an AFS.

SOLO Statement c I ,.a, ,. ng Obective. An Air Force training objective.

System analysis A study of the operational s., tem of which the job is a part, its missions,
functions, and envhzonments, in order to establish the relationship of the job
lo the system for training development purposes.

Task analysis A set of procedures for detailed .tudy oa tasks, used for the purpose oi
providing a job-valid bo;,L. for (a) allocatin4 tasks to formal traininq or to

on-job learnirQ ord L1) the de~i;v"ion of training objectives.

Task description A statement of tive performances involved in the accomplishment of a task,
sufficiently detail.d fo, the purpose of task analysis.

Task inventory An organized list of duties and tasks performed by personnel on a job.

TED Training Evaluation Division. An Air Force facility responsible for feedback

efforts in a training center.

TOE Table of Organization and Equipment. Term often used to refer to an Army unit
with a general mission, in contrast to TD (Table of Distribution), used to refer

to units with special missions.
Training Objective A precise statement of a discrete performance to be learned in formal training.

The statement should include definitions of what performance is to be

leamned, the conditions under which it is to be demonstrated, and the
standards fc acceptable performance.

USAADS U.S. Army Air Defense School, Fort Bliss, Texos.

USAAMS U.S. Army Artillery and Missile School, Fort Sill, Oklahoma.
USAARMS U.S. Army Armor School, Fort Knox; Kentucky.

USAAVNS U.S. Army Aviation School, Fort Rucker, Alabama.

USACSS U.S. Army Combat Surveillance School, Fort Huachuca, Arizona.

USAES U.S. Army Engineer School, Fort Belvoir, Virginic.

USAINTS U.S. Army Intelligence School, Fort Holabird, Maryland.

USAIS U.S. Army/ Infantry School, Fort Benning, Georgia.

USAMMCS U.S. Army Missile and Munitions Center and School, Redstone Arsenal, Alabamn.

USAOC&S U.S. Army Ordnance Center and School, Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland.

USASESCS U.S. Army Southeastern Signal School, Fort Gordon, Georgia.

USASCS U.S. Army Signal Center and School, Fort Monmouth, New Jersey.

so



USASATC&S U.S. Army Security Agency Traininq :Center and School, Fort Devens,
Ma-ssachusetts.-

USATSCH U.S. Army 'Iransportation School, Fort Eisti;, Virainia.

USAQMS U.S. Army, Quartetmastei School, Fort Lee, V,rqinia.

USCOr1ARC U.S. Conhnental Army.Corn-rr.and, Fort Monroe, Virginia.

~1
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i Appendix A

DEVELOPMENT OF USCONARC REGULATION ON
SYSTEMS ENGINEERING OF TRAINING

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMYr HEADQUARTERS UNITED STAlES CONTINENTAL ARMY COMMAND
FORT MONROE, VIRGINIA 23351

4 June 1968

SUBJECT: Draft HumRRO Technical Report

Chief of Research and Development
Department of the Army
ATTN: CRDBES
Washington, D.C. 20310

1. Reference is made to draft HumRRO Technical Report, The Curriculum Content
Study Area of the Consolidated Training and Education Program (CTEP) at
inclosure 1.

2. This headquarters recently published a regulation CON Reg 3S0-100-1, "Systems
Engineering of Training (Course Design)," which is related to the CTEP Study. A
copy of the regulation is at inclosure 2.

3. A team composed of representatives from six CONARC service schools, a repre-
sentative from USCONARC and a consultant (Dr. Taylor) from I-umRRO worked for
almost one year to develop this regulation. During this time, all known publi-
cations dealing with systematic course design were reviewed and those articles
considered appropriate to the USCONRC training situation were used. Some of
the more profitable publications were the US Army Security Agency's "Project
MINERVA," and HtmRRO articles by Amerman and Smith. Principle use was made of
the publication by Smith, "The Design of Instructional Systems," Human Resouces
Research Office. 1967. Incorporated into the USCONAIC regulation are the seven
steps of the model process for training curriculum development recommended in
the CTEP study, although entitled differently. The regulation also requires al&
USCONARC schools and training centers to systems engineer all OS producing
courses, functional courses, career courses, and Army Subject Schedules, for
which proponent. It is expected that such an operation will be accomplished
over a five year period begitming I April 1968.

4. The CTEP study rocomendetion that the services provide directives and
detailed procedural guidance for developing and conducting systematic cours),
design, or redesign, has been recognized by USCONARC with the publication cf
CON Reg "S-100-1.

FOR THE CZE44OER:

D.A. FOLKERSON
2 Incl Major, AGC
as Asst A

Cop furnished:
Oir.,k*



Appendix B

SUMMARY OF U$23ONAVC SCHOOLS' FEEDBACK
TECHNIQUES FOR ENhi.$W) TECHNICAL COURSES

Guidance to Army schools on feedback i6, contained in Annex Q, Army
Service Schools Curriculum Administration and Tr:'ining Policies. to CON
Reg 350-1, USCONARC Training Directive, 18 May I '5 "0"). Under II Students,
5. Service school responsibilities, b. Reduction ot attri.3,;, Annex Q states,
"Commandants of schools will:

(d) use feedback data from course graduates and their a.'.pt -visors to
evaluae courses.

I. Schools may send questionnaires to graduates and their imme-
diate supervisors after the school-trained skill:i have been used on the job for
approximately 3 to 6 months to obtain feedback data. The use of questionnaires
is most beneficial with large input courses where a high return of usable ques-
tionnaires can be expected. When questionnaires are used, direct mailing of
the questionnaires and follow-up letters containing additional copies of the ques-
tionnaires to those responding provides the greatest return. Questionnaires
will include, but will not be limited to, items designed to determine the diffi-
culty and the frequency of specific job tasks performed by the graduates.

2. The onsite observation and interrogation of school graduates
and their supervisors in their work assignments is the most valid technique for
obtaining feedback data."

In following this guidance, the 14 Army schools engaged in enlisted technical
training for DoD Occupational Conversion Table categories I, 2, and 6 employ
the techniques described below.

USAADS (Air Defense School)

Conducts interviews with personnel from units returning to Fort Bliss for
Annual Service Practice. Interviews -re conducted to determine the adequacy
of school graduates, to solicit constructive criticism from rchool grad,;ates,
and to dotermine the adequacy of technical manuals and training literature for
which the School is the proponent agency. A questionnaire progra.,n is being
developed

USAAMS (Artille, and Missile School)
Administers end-of-course questionnaires to resitent classes and follow-

up questionnaires to graduates and immediate supervisors after the graduate
has been on the job four to six months.

14



Example of follow-up questionnaire to graduate:

COMPARED WITH THE AMOUNT NEEDED TO ADEQUATELY

PREPARE FOR 308
(2) (3) (4)

KNOWLEDGE AND What degree of What amount of What amount of
SKILL AREA EMPHASIS (time, PRACTICAL WORK CLASSROOM INSTRUC-

iefotrt, etc.) was (lab, field exer- TIPN (theory, suL.
provided by the Cises, etc.) was j ict atter, etc.)
course for each provided in the was provided in the
are in Column 1? course for each course for each

__area in Column 1? area in Column I?

Too About Too Too About Too Too About Too
Much Right Little Much Right Little Much Right Little

BASIC ELECTRONICS

FMathematics
Electricity_- • ...

Electronics -I- t
aElect. wrfare I -

Radar Funda-r •..mntls
f~~~ ~ Int W L..... ....... - , -. - -

Example of immediate supervisor questionnaire:

Degree of
Jb ilProficiency Displayed NoJob Skills "" Oppowtunty:

I ~Satis-High Moderate fLctowy Lin to Obsterv

A. Analyzing Sympta ms
8. Proper use of Test- ....

Equipment

C. isolati•g Malfunctions
Own to an Indivi•iu-l
Com-ponent



L. ".ARMS (Armor School)

Sends questionnaires to c mmanders and immediaite supervisors of graduates

.. xample of questionnaire to commander:

3. Upon interviewing the soldier, did he display self-confidence in his ability
to perform in his NOS?

4. Evaluate the soldier as to his proficiency or shortcomings it, the areas out-
lined below.

a. Type of vehicle(s) he is maintaining.

b. Application of the Army Equipment Records System and Procedures.

C. Use of technical manuals. lubrication oroers, and other publications and
directives pertinent to organization maintenance.

Example of questionnaire to immediate Pupervisor:

Degree of Proficiercy Displaed he Oppor-
Job Skills -~1 tuni ty to

oigh mode ate Satisfactory Low Observe

I. Read : understand srjc}-
matic t block da__Ms.

2. Use tech"I'!M1 manualsa
mAintenance ,,blications.

3. us cmm9 %•tra-Am s,

4. ftp• trgbeshot, nI j ____

- ocres-M itr adio -, ,

5. 4.Y trnoublshotieg

LI. _ _011Y 7 "

77Wedvu 4 ,adioaes

4. uwe wt tralned W- tils as as a result of his attUQOF the CowuIcatio.
Spcialist Cefss?

- vyr well trained

Ala



USAAVNS (Aviation Sehool)
Sends questionnaires to graduates and supervisors. J,tExamples from graduate questionnaire.

0 - 1 have never perfrrmed this -ask.I - I have pefoned t~his tas" C'r'.
2 - I have perfor, 4 this tc-ý ? to 4 times.
3 - I have performed this task more than 4 times.
4 - I have assisted In performing this task once.5-I have assisted in performing this task more

than Lnce.
TASK LIST FOR 671.' MECMANIC

2. Daily Inspection, all system
3. Intermediate Inspection, all s;,st,
4. Periodic Inspection, all sys",:s
S. Operational Check for a Specific Dariciency

0 - Remin the sameI - Increase 1 hour 5 -Decrease I hour c-
2 -Increase 2hours 6 -Decrease Zhow%
3 - Increase 3 hors 7 - Decrwse 3 hours
4 - Increase 4 hours 0 - Decrease 4 hourw

xamplo: If you wish to increase numbe 41 by 4 b4ows.urk tO 4 po;e.iOn *afor nu•ber 41 on the answer card. Then redue other subjects by 4 hours, indi-
cating then in the same nner.

SMEJCT -0- 1
40. Description 141. Aircreft Tos I
42. Aircraft Technical Publications. Forms, and Records43. 6round Honwling Servicing and Engine Non-up
44. Landing Ger and SBrke Systzx 8$
4S, Fuel and lduction pSytey s t10

4 Ignition 5rsta 6



Examples from supervinsr questionnaire:

1.

1 - Not applicable for this graduate.
2 - A weak point for this graduate.
3 - Graduate's proficiency is average in this area.
4 - A strong point for this graduate.
5 - I have not observed the graduate in this aea.

2. Daily Inspection, all system
3. Intermediate Inspectiob, all system
4. Periodic Inspection, all system
S. Operatiotal Check, any systen
6. Lubrication in accordance with daily inspection
7. Lubrlc'don in accordance with intermediate inspection
8. Lvbrication in accordance with periodic inspection

2.

0 - Riain the sae
1 - Increase I hour S - Decrease I hour
2 - Increase 2 hours 6 - Decrease 2 hours
3 - Increase 3 hours 7 - Decrease 3 hours
4 - Increase 4 hours 8 - Decrease 4 hours

Example: If you wish to lncrease nmber 60 by 4 hours, mark the 4 position
for number 60 on the answer card. Then reduce other subjects by 4 hours, Indi-
cating them in the sam manner.

SuSJECTS HOURS
56. ON-13 Strwcture 1
57. Helicopter Aodynamics 1
58. 0N-13 Fuel and Oil System 1
S9. ON-13 Pousr Transmission System 1

USACSS (Combat %rvrt'lance School)

VSAýS sends -suitcase- tevms to orgpnitatimos rrqursting additional
ftnfor.matton and guidance' on combat surverianct - eqv wment Thr primary pur-

pot iof these •tafts is to dtsemtinatr informatkon and cor.-rt deftciencies as
they arv found in th* fAtcd %n evalsti•_n •tf oquipment andf pcrsornlW is ususaa-
made Weort Assista-We Iran t,. efet~t r" -4 Altgh fieWr~lotat
art not forinall fondutrdw. t. rnormation dt-te•remg d from thor sufr4* tr~kmo
is u ld in t1W samW manrWr as would he tw informaton tfrom a for.n"d firld
"61601.0n In 4oni artas. thtse SQ tasr Tr'-luattoos Am (OZI to be morr
bc~tuslfr bttcau~k th~ey MOWe bewotmw awtv u4 W~al' a n~t ha* donte bWoui lhel
can beglif bo Oaift st.



USACSS s,-nds questionnaires to graduates and supervisors.

Ex: mple o0 qm•iMitonnaire to graduate:

jA .SKILLS FREQUENTLY OCCASIONALLY NOT AT ALL

Operated and Mrfomed
Maintenance

Operated and performed maintenance
usingndicator Test Set AN/GPM-41
of4 A/GPH-52

Aligned the system

Operated and performed maintenarze
on the recorder

Example of questionnaire to immediate supervisor:

Degree of
"oh Skills Proficiency DispIyed Noo S----l-- Opportunity

gStis L to ObserveHigh ; ra te factov~z

A. Operational Skill i t

8. Analyzing Symptoms f4_
C. Proper use of Test T

Equipment
U. Isolating Malfunctions ,

Ooww to 3n Individual I

E. Se• of Correcting
Pulfunctions -

J 3.



USAES (Engineer School)

Evaluations of job requi.-ements and job performance of recent graduates
made by staff and faculty replacements recently returned from field units and by
officer students enrolled in career courses serve as additional sources of data

USAES sends queationnaires to graduates and supervisors afte.r the gradu-
ate has been on the job 3 to 6 months.

Example of questionnaire to graduate:

T COLUMN I COLUMN II

How often do you Was your school
I perform this task? training adequate

for this task?
(Check One) (Check One)

Fre- Occa-I
quent- sion-1 Never YES NO

1. Haveyouclassifiedor 1dentified l

"minerals and rocks? - -

2. Have you performed or used the
following soils tests?
a. Sieve Analysis

b. Specific Gravity .
c. Moisture Content

d. Wet Mechanical Analysis
(Decantation) _

Example of questionnaire to supervisor:

COLU"N I COLU"N 1

Has the man per- Has his perform-
formed this task? ance been

(Check Otwj) tCheck Ooe)

YES NIo

1. His he classified or Identified
msifrals and rocks?

2. Has he performod or used the
following soils tests?

s. Sieve Analysis
b. Specific Gravit y. ... ..

C. Notsture Contet -o

d. •et Nscarlical Analysis
(DecanatiO)

i+I I Ir



USAINTS (Inte,1ligtence School)

Sends questionnaires to graduates and supervisors after graduates have
been on the job six mnonth~s

Example of questionnaire to gr-Aduate:

3. The questionnaire is designed for use with FN Form 1026 (IBM Sheet), a
Copy of which Is attached. Section 11 of the question.-Aire is a summation of
subjects taught. Place your answers on FN Form 1026. using the following key for
recording your answers: (Multiple answers' are acceptable; however, please do not
use itemis d and e unless yo" have previously used either a, b, or c in the same
question.)

a. Must know.
~.Nice to know.

c. No need to know.
d. Increase instruct'-.'ial ho~ars.
e. Decrease instr.,Atr, Ii hours.

SECTION 11 - ACADEMIC EVALUA;.IGN l.Anewer on FH Fonn 1026)

A. ORIEW10iN S68JEC.TS, vIETNAM.

I ACS! Bri~efing (Guest. iecture).
2. Pre-Oeparture Personal, Legal Affairs (Guest lecture).
3. Republic of Vietnamti Intelligence and Security Agencies.
... US Organization in Republic of Vietnam.
S. Advisor Communicationi Problems.

(Nob evampl"- of questionnaires for enlisted graduates were received
from L'SAIS.)

tVSAS(S (Signal &-hool)

\cwlv &ts ngned personnel are interviewei and administereid questionnaires.
USASCS send.- questima.la ares to graduates and supervisot a

tommple of qurstionnaire to graduate:

Neve lDays Darts 4,ol as lJ1 ei

34f Eac.T.a ifDffcl

f 1______'I



Example of questionnaire to supervisor"

SCALE VALUE STANDARDS AND DEFINITIONS

Not Ob-
served N.O. Have not observed repairman perform duties in this major area

CixVetenceis Limited: Requires detailed guidance and close
supervision. Needs extended on-the-job training.

!s oderately CoMetent: Requires some guidance and
C supervision, maifnly on new equipment and mo?,e

tdifficuit tasks.

-Is Competent: Can perform "on his own" unless
. 8 e -a 1 uems are encountered. Only a general

I ou j { check of his work by the supervisor is required.

Is Highly Competent: Performs skillfully[ A and efficiently, and cAn apply correct
procedures and techn~iques to new tasks or

... equipment.

COL. MAJOR AREAS A 0 C D N.O.
18 1. SUPFLY (Identifying and requisitioning

parts, etc.) ............................ A B C D ®
19 2. ELECTRICAL FUNDAMENTALS (Applyinvj laws,

baiC seasurerepts, etc..............., A D E

USASESCS (Southeastern Sial S•hono)

Sends questionnaires to graduates ana supervisors (same formats as
USASCS). Also admimnsters questiinnv i 'es tj incoming enlisted and officer
personnel, and queries field commaivlern by cownrvrd letter

ii llmlllllmll~llll lmllmlll 1 I1 ll IN • I



USAOC&S (Ordnance School)

Ntakes field visits. Sends questionnaires to graduates and supervisors.

F'xample of field interview form:

CARD 2 F 0/1 TBA STA

ITEM c Pp p p
A. AUTOMOTIVE I.Supervise Safet Prog. 9-11 __

MA1NTENUMC 2. Iden't i y Nil. f vilks T71
MANAGF14ENT 3. Asgn. Duties to Prsn 1. W-47- ---

5. Org. Maint. Section
6. r. Ixed hoi -i267 - -

r. t vTe eadfe T --

8. Supervise Sup. Func.
9. Interpret MWO, TB, UER's 3-5 -

10. Org. Tech. Asst._Teamis X38-
11. Superv ,se 1-Stor .ag -e 39-1I. t
1 2.- Supervis-e lail Lo-ad'ing 4
13. Prepare SOP's 46-41-

- ~~14. PerformLiaison ?-t-
15. Supervise Sched. Maint. ýV534
16. Supervise Spot Check Insp.
17. Supervise D&r. Selec. In7-9
18. Supervise Care &Use of Tools606 - -

19. Supr. Use & :are of Pub. & FtHS. 3
B. TECHNICAL 1. Supervise Engine Repairs W6GB

SUPERVI- 2. Supervise Power Train Repa'frs 047Y
SION1 3. Supervise rje& Elect. iiprs.' 72-

4. Supervise Recovery Opns. 177-77

C a IBM Column Number
F a Umaber of Times in Typical 30-Day Period. A *Never. J *Not Supported.

O/1 - 1 Observed. 2 In tervieowed.
TBA a Training Best Accomplished. 4 Schoo~l 5 O~JT.
1STA a School Training Adequate. 7 Yes. 8 No. 9 Excessive.

I'vample of questton1r.ire to grzduiualr

PER~FORM4 VISUAL INSPECTION

SECTION 1 SECTION 2
In the past 4 moobts I bte I did this tUsk
I have done this task I found it tobe

401k TASKS I 0flul tI A

OffC

pJ- i - ,
2. Pistols1



Example of quertionnaire to supervisor:

PERFORMING VISUAL INSPECTION

SECTION I SECTION 2

Is this task essential for When doing this task most of
carrying out the mission the time he:
of this unit?

Yes NO Not Sure Needs help Acts inde-
from others pendently N/A

1. Rifles Poe•

USAMMCS (Missile and Munitions School)

Makes field visits. Sends questionmaires to graduates and supervisors.

Example of qiestionnaire to graduate:

TEST STATION REPAIRAN (SERGEANT) - MOS 37S

SUBJECTS COMMENTS

1. Bsic shop practices 1. No change recommended

2. Use of TWs and supply manuals 2. Not required in the field

3. Bsic supply manuals 3. Not taught but needed

4. Electrical fundamentals 4. More classroom instruction

S. Electronic fundamentals S. More practical instruction

6. Common guidance and control 6. Wore troubleshooting practice

7. 04TS (overall) 7. More circuit analysis

8. Programing system 8. School instruction not in agree-
9. Monitoring syste ment with field application

Tolerance verifIcation ssm 9. School troubleshooting did not
help me in the field

11. Testing system 10. Practical exercises did not

12, FlITS (overall) prepare me for the work
13. Test control and tape ystem encountered
[14. Pwr and measuring Systes 11. Less classroom instruction

15. Test selection system 12. Less practical Instruction

16. Czmputer and computer tester U3 Otier (Mark No. 13 - w.v te on
coment sheet)

a.i



Example of questionnaire to supervisor:

A. Never observed or does not apply

B. Very weak in this area (recommend school study)

C. Weak in this area (possible school problem)

D. Satisfactory performance (only a normal amount of additional OJT !
required to produce a field experienced repairman)

E. Strong in this area (very little additional OJT will be required)

F. Equivalent to a field experienced man

SELECTING AND USING THE TECHNICAL MANUALS APPROPRIATE TO THE JOB TO BE DONE.

COMPLETING MAINTENANCE FORMS AND EQU:PMENT RECORDS ASSOCIATED WITH EACH JOB.

SELECTING AND USING SUPPLY MANUALS TO OBTAIN INFORMATION NECESSARY FORi: REQUISITIONING, AND OTHER SUPPLY ACTIVITY ASSOCIATED WITH HIS WORK.

COMPLETING SUPPLY FORMS AND RECORDS ASSOCIATED WITH EACH MAINTENANCE JOB,

APPLYING PRECISION SOLDERING TECHNIQUES.

POICIENCY AND SUCCESS IN ON-SITE TROUBLESHOOTING.

F GENERAL OPERATION OF FITE (TURN-ON, AOJUS7, POEPA. FOR USE, SELECT PATCH-
CARDS, BASES, CORRECT REFERENCES, ETC.

'S!



rUSAQMS (&urtermaster School)

Makes field visits. Sends questionnaires to graduates, supervisors, and
major commanders.

Example of questionnaire to graduate:

4. What job duties do you have that the course dId not train you to perforia?

S. Did the course train you to perform duties that are not required on the
Job? If so, what are those duties?

Example of supervisor questionnaires:

2. List the major duties (not more than ; of the job presently being per-
formed by this man.

3. Does this man display the technical knowledge required to perform satis-
factorily at the NOS skill level for which he was school trained? If not.
in what technical areas is he deficient?

2.

Demonstrated ability Unsatisfactory
to apply knowledge i
to perform NOS tasks Satisfactory

Outstanding
IA% not performd this task In current
assignmnt

JOB KK EDG( AND SKILLS N 0 i I

UNERSTANIS DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF ARY COOl HOS 941.1
PRPARES FOOD FOR COOKIIM (t S 1RVII,

1. Follows prescribed procedures to prepare fresh, frozen,
deoiated, or canned foods for cooking. Reforence:
Raster Plem and Ar.. IRepe Mianual.

2. priware salad dres~igs.-
3. hyame sandwiches.______
4. Can Identify ciits of meit.

+-



Example of questionnaire to mainr comnianier.

Perfrmane of This Task is
a. (itS Tng Objective oNS OU Performed Rumrks

Grads Better by:

PREPARES FOOD FOR COOKING n
OR SERVING

1. Follows prescribed procedures
to prepare fresh, frozen, de-

Cooking. Reference: Master
Menu and ArWyRecipe Manual.

*1. +
2. Preparits salad dressings.

3. Prepares Sandwiches.
4.Cnidentify cuts of meat. . .4

IJSAT4SCH (Transportraon Schooll

Sends questionnaires to graduates and unit commanders.

FI.ample of que'stioinnaire to graduatr:

4. Now well did the instruhction you received at the Transportation School
prepare you for your present duties? Check appropriate block.

Needed little or no additiona)[J on the job training.[:] schooling.

Requi1red swe tdditional[] on the job training[] schooling.

Required extensive adtol on the job training, j schooling.

As not now performing duties for which school trained. P

-' ;! W;



Example of questionnaire to graduate: (Continued)

Section 11 need not be completed if you are not working in the school
trained area.

SECTION It --

S. DESCRIPION OF R t % of your I (Please check appropriate block)
DUTIES time oo you spend !When I performed this duty, I

in each duty? Ifound it:
FAIRLY VERY

AF•SY DIFFICULT DIFFICULT

MUST TOTA_ __0_ _ _ _

This School welcome$ SrW comments you may desire to make reardin the
Scourse you attended. P".ese include comonts on separate sheet(s) n

return with •ths questionnaire.

Example nf questionnaire to commander:

4. Compared to all Others who have EXPLANIATIONI: I - Lowest. S - Highest.
perforimed for you on 4 similer job: Other ratings represent variations

tetwee the two extrameS. Please circl*
the Appropriate nwebair

a. ftw well does he know all
asoects of his $spcfic job? ! 2 3 4 5

b. tKw well %,uld he function in
tid.•llzel ares of hisNS
Which he Is not row performing? 1 2 3 4 S

c. Now wall did he p*,o-.., hris jobI
Without Mdditicna1 training? 1 2 4S

d1. WM "*II dme he perform the
routine ftuactions of his job

0. No well does his training
assist his I* ovenw inne
and dtqfevet situations? I ] 4 S

4-4

_ __ _____ _

4--
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